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ABSTRACT 
Families Without a Home: Child-Rearing 
Patterns in a Palestinian 
Refugee Camp 
by 
Hal a J. Hammad, Master of Science 
Utah State University, 1976 
Major Professor: Dr. Jay A. Schvaneveldt 
Department: Family and Human Development 
The purpose of this s tudy was to investigate child rearing in a 
Palestinian refugee camp and the values affecting these patterns . The 
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areas investigated were: independence, dependency, aggression, methods 
of control, sex role training, mother-child interaction, maternal role, 
maternal expectations of the child in the present time and the future, 
and the role of the father as perceived by the mother. 
An interview was undertaken in October, 1974 at the Al Hussein 
refugee camp in Amman, Jordan with forty Palestinian in-camp refugee 
mothers. Since the review of literature did not contain specific ref-
erences in the psychology, or sociology of either the personality develop-
ment, or child rearing patterns of the Palestinian refugee, the findings 
of the study were relevant. Overall, the refugee mothers were imitating 
the traditiona l cu lture in their child-rearing va lue s and methods and 
expected their children to do the same. In spite of their rootlessness, 
they did not abandon their rural heritage . 
Sex r ole differentiation was the most outstanding finding of the 
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study. It prevailed in all areas investigated. The differences in sex 
role Lraining at the age of three-and-one-half to four-and-one-half years 
were already established. 
The findings also indicated that the mothers were the main power 
in childrearing, and that they all used methods of control and punish-
ment rather than training as methods for achieving their goals . 
Another finding points to the stree~ culture as a source of values 
for the growing male child. 
It is believed that the specific findings de scribing the child-
rearing practices have some important implications for the description 
of present, and the projection of futur e. personality and va lues of the 
Pa l estinian in-camp residents. As a result, intrapersonal relationships 
of Palestinian families and their internal power s tructure could be 
described. Some of these finding s and r ecommendations are also of 
value for further study and research of th e Palestinian and Arab culture 
throughout the Arab World. 
(133 pages) 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Origin of the Problem 
This research was an attempt to inves t igate child rearing practices 
in a Pales tinian refugee camp to determine how Muslim, Arab, and Pa l es-
tinian refugee mothers raise thei r children, and the values and goals that 
influence them. 
Patterns of chi ld rearing, th e experiences of i nfancy and childhood, 
the phys i cal , emotional and intellectual habits of which parents and 
children are often unaware, have gr eat inf luence upon the kind of adults 
a society develops. Men of the Western world from earliest times have 
s tudied chi ldren as a key to social change. They looked to child rear-
ing as th e crucial e lement in the building of a better society , and 
examined children to discover the "true nature" of mankind. 
On l y in the twentieth century did the serious sys t ematic s tudy 
o f chi ld rearing begin, after the introduction of Sigmund Freud ' s t each-
ings to America, and thereby accelerating the deve lopment of interest 
in the psychology of children. At about the same period anthropologi sts 
were showing an i nterest in the way that peoples of other cultures reared 
their chil dren. The Human Relations Area Files, estab li shed at the 
University of Yale and encompassing a group of other universities 
indicate this. These contain dat a on hundreds of sul tures from all 
part s of the worl d, which could be used by scho lars and behaviora l 
scient is ts to explore relationships between child rearing techniques 
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prevalent in different cultures and certain aspects of adult personality 
in the same cultures. The study of Whiting and Child (1953) is such 
an example. Materials on the Middle East are scarce in these files, and 
those available are old in nature and often stereotyped. 
Prothro (1961) explains the scarcity of information about the Arab 
family as the result of intended and non-intended "neglect" (p. 22). 
Among several reasons for thi s neglect the study of family life as in 
th e West was considered l ess important than the study of other sciences . 
Added to it was the "impropriety" of discussing events in the home deal-
ing with the wife and chi ldren (Jessup , p. 3 in Prothro p. 22). Since 
family life was "female's business" few women had the training to study 
it. Finally, in a traditional stable society like that of the Arabs, 
"matters of child rearing did not seem open to question ... (so) no 
analysis or study was ca ll ed for" (p. 22). 
The political and economic literature of Palestine have been exten-
sively researched. Culturally and anthropologically, the most important 
studies were undertaken by Hilma Granqvist (1935-1950) . She concentrated 
on the vil l age of Artas near Bethlehem. Her work concentrated on mar-
riage conditions, birth and childhood rituals and child problems. Though 
sys t ematic in nature and of great detail, the data represents a particu-
lar area of Pal esti ne at a particular time. ~!any changes have occurred 
since to change the s tudy drastically. It may be applicable to settled 
villa ges in the South of Jerusalem; however the refugee camps have 
abandoned some of their customs and traditions as a result of their un-
settled status, and may therefore have little resemblance to Artas in 
19 35. 
Other studies in Hebrew and Arabic of a similar nature have been 
inaccessible t o the investigator which emphasized, nonetheless, the 
scarcity of literature about the Palestinians in their native land, or 
as refugees. 
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Therefore, this study aims at inquiring into and revealing basic 
information about child rearing patterns in a Palestinian refugee camp. 
This will help to clarify the picture of family inter action during the 
child' s ear ly years. In making the Palestinian-refugee-in-the-camp 
character more understandable, the investigator hopes that this will 
resu lt in other systematic empirical studies, and working plans to al-
leviate or less en the burden of the refugee, in terms of national and 
world und er standing. 
Statement of the Problem 
There are many areas in which continued research on the Palestinian 
personality and cu lture is needed. The study of child rearing prac tices 
constitutes one important way to determine the character of the refugees' 
family pattern, as well as help project the fut ure personality of their 
youth, men and women. 
Like the ma jority of the Arab world, the refugees-in-camp are 
Mu s lim in religion, Arab in language and background and Semitic in 
origin. Living in r efugee camps for over twenty-eight years without 
nationa l identity and political representation, and getting partia l eco-
nomi c aid, they have a unique status. From 1948 until the present day 
they have been under the United Nations relief and assistance program . 
They belong to the lower socio-economic level in the host countries they 
live in. After the 1967 June War in which Israel occupied the last miles 
of Palesti ne territory their picture i n national and international media 
changed from apathy, desolati on and he lpl essness to violence and 
rebi r th and resolution. The creation of guerrilla fight ers creat ed 
controversy in the Arab countries and the world. 
The investigator believed that the information on child rearing 
habit s and practices would produce other information about the r efugee 
va lues, goals and expec tations. Their humanity was as sessed . Their 
behavior in part was explained as it resulted of their part icul ar 
situation as we ll as their background. The direct means of obtaining 
the information was best achieved through thei r women. Th ey are un-
educated or minimally so according to We s t ern standards and are ther e-
fore chan ged little from the ir traditional cu ltural herit age. They ma y 
be somewhat unaffected by th e modern urban way of life. It is refugee 
women who are mos t familiar wi th the detail s of camplore and gossip. 
They uphold and transmit tradition. Being the guardians of the trad i-
tional way of life, and having near l y the so le role in child rearing , 
they affect most strongly the personality of the child. The investigator 
bein g a woman found it more co nvenient to int erview women than men. 
Thus thi s s tudy was und ertaken . 
Purpose of the Study 
The intent of the present study was to inquire into the pattern s and 
pract ices of child rearing among Muslim, Arab, and Palestinian mothers in 
a refugee camp, and to describe such pat t e rn s as perceived by the mother s . 
The children investigated were between three and one-half to four 
and one-half years of age. This was of interest to the investigator 
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because these years constitute part of the "neglected" years of early 
childhood. It is also the time in the child's life when mothers usually 
have other infants and toddlers to take care of, and therefore have 
broken some of their emotional ties with this age group. 
The objectives of this study were to describe areas of dependency, 
aggression, sex role training, techniques of control, expectations and 
demands in the home, mother and child affective interaction, and the 
changing maternal ro l e, maternal expectations and goals for the child's 
future, and the paternal role as described by the mother. 
The study being of a descriptive nature, the investigator did not 
formulate speci fie hypotheses. It was assumed that several would 
emerge as a result of the research. 
Definitions 
Palest ine: Region on the east coast of the Mediterranean, west 
of the Jordan River, bordered with Lebanon from the north, Syria from the 
north-east, Sinai from the south-west and the Red Sea from the south. 
The Pa l estinian: "The Arab nationals who, unti l 1947, nomally 
resided in Palestine regardl ess of whether they were evicted from it 
or have stayed there. Anyone born, after that date, of a Palestinian 
father--whether inside Palestine or outside it--is also a Palestinian" 
(The Pa l estinian National Charter created by the Palestine Liberation 
Or ganization , 1969; Ar tic l e 5) , 
The investigator specifies the Palestinians to be : 
1. The original 1948; 903,000 in-camp-refugees under the United 
Nations assistance and relief work. 
2. The other 1948; 100,000 off-camp-refugees economically inde-
pendent (Year Book of the United Nations, 1949, pp. 19-20). 
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3. The 300,000* Palestinians who remained under Israeli occupation, 
1948 (Sharabi, 1969, p. 172). 
4. The .1 million inhabitants* of 1967 Israeli-occupied West Bank 
and the Ga za Strip some of which are the original inhabitants of the 
land and other 194 8 in-and-off camp Palestinian refugees (Sharabi, 1969, 
p. 172). 
5. The 1967 registered and newly displaced refugees, a total of 
75,000 in the East Jordan. By 1969 the emergency camp refugee popula-
tion had risen to 99,941 persons (Howley, 1975, pp. 50-51). 
6. The Palestinians living in Jordan, Lebanon, Syria, Egypt, 
Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, the Emirate States, Lybia, Algeria and Iraq off-
t..:amp but non-citizens of the above-names countries, numbering about 
mil lion* (Sharabi, 1969, p. 172). 
The total number of Palestinian Arab s in 1967 was 2,462,128 (Sharabi, 
1969, p. 172). 
Patai (1958, p. 13) defines the Palestinians to be of "varied" 
origin, although they have a nomadic part in their ancestry. "Canaanites 
and Hebrews, Syrians and Greeks, Romans and Byzantines--all the ethni c 
groups wh o invaded and settled in Palestine in the long pre-Islamic 
history of the country--have contributed to the racial picture ... During 
the thirteen centuries of I slamic influence ... most of th ese ethnic ele-
ments were blended into what later became the Sunni Muslim majority 
*1967 statis tics 
of th e country; as a lasting result of these heterogeneous racial 
antecedents, the range of physical types exhibited by the population 
i s wide." 
Refugee: The United Nations defines the Arab Palestinian refugee 
to be, "A person normally resident i n Palestine, who has lost hi s 
home and livelihood as a result of the hosti lities, and who is in need 
(llnit ed Nations Bulletin, 1949, February I, p . 120). 
Arab : TilC term was used pre- Is I am and a fter to mean "the nomadic 
Bedouin population of the Arabian Peninsula" (Berger , 1962, p. 21) 
Geyer (1971. pp. xi-xii) states the term to describe a hetero-
geneous group, "racia lly and ethnic a lly" of Semetic, Hamitic, Armenian, 
~ordic, Negroid and Mediterranean origin. Nowadays with the growth of 
nationalsim "Arab '1 refers to "Arabic-speakin g peoples as a nation or 
group of sister nations in th e European sense, united by a common ter-
ritory, l a nguage, and culture .. . 11 (Lewis, 1950, pp . 16-1 7). 
Mus lim : A follower of Islam, the thirtl monotheistic religion to 
originate in the Middle East. The supreme diety is Allah, th e Arab ic 
name for God, and ~1ohammad is its chief prophet. Litera Jly it means 
"to submit to God's will " (Webster's New World Dictionary, 1972, 
p. 747). The meaning of "salem" is derived from it which means whole, 
unbroken, and by extension safe and sound (Berger, 1962, p. 49). 
Sunni: Derived as a term from "the sunna of Mohammad." Thi s 
means, "t he way, the course, the rule or manner of conduct of the 
prophet ~1ohammad " [Direc tory of the Middle East and North Africa, 
IY 74/7 5 , p. 2Y). Sunna i s th e major and or thodox sect of Islam. The 
minor sect js Shi'a. 
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The Middle East: The same area called by the United States as 
the Near Eas t and by England as the Middle East. Within the United 
States the two terms are used by two centers of studies: the American 
Association for Middle Eastern Studies in Washington, D.C. , and the 
Near Eastern Center of Studies at Columbia University. 
Geographically and simply, it is the piece of land which joins 
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Asia, Africa and Europe . In political terms it encompasses the countries 
of Egypt, Lybia, Tunisia, Algeria, Morocco and the Sudan in Africa, 
Turkey in Europe and Asia; Iran, Traq, Syria, Jordan, Lebanon, Palestine, 
Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar, Yemen, and the Emirates of South 
Arabian Peninsula in Asia. The common factors are the language, 
Arabic, with the exceptions of Iran and Turkey, and the religion, Islam. 
ln customs, traditions and values these lands are closely alligned and 
simi lar t o each other. 
U. N.R.W.A.: United Nations Relief and Work Agency established 
May lst, 1950 to he lp care for the Palestine refugees in Jordan, Syria, 
Lebanon, and the Gaza Strip (Howley, 197. p. 17). 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Political-Historical Background 
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The problem of Palestine was discussed by Childe rs ( 1971 ), Abu 
Lughod (1971), Waines (l97la), Sharabi (1969), Forrest (1971), and 
Lillienthal (1953, 1956, 1957) to be basically the result of the 
inunigration of European Jews into Palestine, which had been inhabited 
by the Arabs for over thirteen centuries, and their driving the 
Palestinian inhabitants out of their homeland by means of force of 
arms, acts of terrorism, direct expulsion, and psychological-warfare 
techniques. The origin of the prob l em lay in the Zionist need for 
"a land without a people," a slogan coined by Max Nordau in 1897, 
according to Chi ld ers (197 1, p. 168) and Waines ( l9 7la , p . 35) as an 
answer to the secu lar prob l em of anti-Semitism which was threatening 
them in Europe. At the beginning, any land from which they could not 
be expelled, and which would carry the usual attribut es of a nation, 
was an acceptable idea to th em (Waines, 197la; Taylor, 1971). Their 
national home "mi ght form a small terri tory, in Nor th America, or a 
soverei gn 'pashalik' in Asiatic Turkey recognized by the Porte and the 
other pm,ers as neutral " (Waines, 197la, pp. 25-26). In the late 
1880' s a nd the 1890's , the ideology of practical Zionism turned their 
hope toward establishing their homeland in Palestine which was part 
of the Ottoman Empire at the time (Taylor, 1971). From Ottoman sources 
it can he est imated that by the middle of the nineteenth century the 
population of Palestine was more than one-half million persons, eighty 
UTAH STAT[ lJ' "'"-C.ITY 
DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY t C\ 'ilD C CVELOPMENl' 
U. M. C. 2q 
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percent of which were ~Ius lims, ten percent Christians, "and perhaps 
5 to 7 percent were Jews, mostly whose forebears had resisted the 
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. earlier conversion to Christ ianity " (Abu Lughod, 1971, p. 140). 
The three communities "retained internal autonomy in matters of 
personal status, but were under the jurisdiction of the state in other 
matt ers " (Abu Lughod, 1971, p. 140). 
With the defeat of Turkey in World War I, Great Britain and France 
divided its Ottoman Empire in between them (Peretz , 1963). Britain 
contro lled Palestine and Transjordan . President Wilson of the United 
States tried to modify the occupation, seeing it as a violation to the 
area's right to self-determination. lie sent a commission in 1919 to 
the Middl e East to investigate the wishes of the local inhabitants which 
reported that the Arab population fervently desired independence. Hi s 
illness and withdrawal from t he Paris conference led to the American 
inactivity, and therefore, Britain' s and France ' s disregard of his 
recommendations (Peretz, 1963). 
In 1917, Lord Arthur James Balfour, the British foreign secretary, 
wrote to Lord Rothschild, conveying to him the British government's 
sympathy with the .Jewi sh Z.ionist aspirations of establishing "in 
Palesti ne a national home for the Jewish people." He was neverthel ess 
cognizant of Arab rights and hence the Declaration contained an important 
qualifying c lause which rendered the promise to be conditional and 
limited. It goes on, " .. . it being clear l y understood that nothing 
sha ll be done which may prejudice the civil and religious rights of 
existing non-Jewi sh communities in Palestine Mallison (1971, 
p. 60) quoted Balfour in Abu Lughod (197 1). This es tablished the 
so-called "Jewish right" to emigrate to Palestine. 
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By the end of 1931, the overwhelming majority of the Palestine 
inhabitants were sti ll Arab: 759,712 Muslims; 91 ,398 Christians (more 
than 90 percent of whom were Arabs); and 10,101 "Others", again mostly 
Arab. The number of the Jews by this time had doubled to 174,006 
through immmigration, making them a minority of 16 percent in number 
(Abu Lughod, 1971, p. 144). 
The Arabs were rest less und er an internationally "illegal" mandate 
(Mallison, 1971, p. 97) they never asked for, and still aspired to th e 
independence they had been promised by Britain in the Hussein-MacMahon 
Correspondence, 1915-1916 (Waines, 197lb), and by the League of Nations 
Covenant, Article 22, Section l (Mallison, 1971, p. 97). 
The last official figures as estimated by the Statistics Department 
of the Government of Palestine in March 31, 1947 indicate that before the 
war and the mass exodus of the Palestinians, th e total settled population 
was 1,908,775 of whom 1,157,423 were Muslim Arabs; 589,341 were Jewish, 
European and Orientals; 146,162 were Cnristian Arabs; and 15,849 were 
"Other" Arabs. Projecting the growth rates for the fo !lowing one-year-
and-nine-month period, Abu Lughod also estimates the total non-Jewish 
population of Palestine to be in excess of 1,400,000 by the end of 1948. 
The demographer also assumed that the natural-increase rates were equal 
to those of the previous five years (1971, pp. 155-156). 
The Palestinian leaders did not succeed in thwarting the estab li sh-
ment of a Jewish national home in their homeland. Britain had already 
promised to end its mandate by 1948, and to leave both parties to decide 
their problem together. On May 14, 1948 th e State of Israel was formally 
announced after years of successful terrorist attacks by the Zioni s t 
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settlers resulting in the los s of Palestinian Arab lives and their 
mass flight (Childers, 1971). The one incident that triggered the most 
panic was the massacre of 250 old men, women and children in the village 
of Deir Yassin, and the mutilation of their bodies (Childers, 1971). 
Thi s was later used by the Zionist propaganda to accelerate the exodus 
of th e population of Palestine that same year (Childers, 1971). 
The Arab forces of other states entered into a war with the Zionist 
settlers to restore the land to its Arab population. This war has not 
successful l y accomp l ished its aim resulting in more mass flight. The 
London Economist, August 21, 1948, described the Palestinians as being 
systematically stripped of all their belongings before they were sent 
on their trek to the frontier. Household belongings, stores, clothing, 
all had to be left behind. Major Edgar O'Ballance, the British war 
historian, recorded systematic terrorization of the Arabs on their way 
out in hi s book, The Arab-Israeli l~ar, 1948. According to Abu Lughod, 
the estimate total number of Palestinians who were displaced at the 
time of the armistice were about 770,000-780,000. The U.N . R.W .A. 
records estimate the refugees placed under its provision to nearly 
total 900,000 (1971, p. 161). Since no official population census has 
described the current distribution of the indigenous Arab population in 
Palestine, we accept Abu Lughod' s ten ta tive estimates, based on her 
studies of the natural population growth of the Palestinians, the 
U.N.R.W.A. statistics of its camp refugees, and the Arab countries that 
host the Palestinians. By 1970, with th e total natura l increase, the 
Palestinian population was estimated to be 3,000,000 persons. Within 
territories controlled by Israel, some 1,350,000- 1,400,000 Palestinians 
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are esti mated, 400,000 of which hold the status of Israeli citizens, the 
remaining 1,000,000 under the status of occupied population. Jordan 
contains about 850,000 Palestinians; Lebanon and Syria house about 
600,000. The other Arab countries contain another 200,000 more (Abu 
Lughod, 1971, p. 163). 
The refugee population came under the jurisdiction of the United 
Nations because it had assumed r esponsibility for its recognition of the 
State of Israel . The refugees had been deprived of any legal protection 
as a result of their situation (Howley, 1975). The International 
Refugee Organization which served all other refugees in the world, de-
c lined taking responsibility for them . The Unit ed Nations was forced to 
establish an emergency relief project which was later replaced by an 
agency specifica lly created for the aid of the Palestinians on May l, 
1950 (Howley, 1975). The United Nations Relief and Works Agency of 
Palestine Refugees in the Near East, named U.N.R.I~ . A. for short, was and 
still is i n charge of helping the refugees by improving their living 
condition s , providing training and education for their young, and health 
facilities for their families, and help them acquire new jobs which would 
eventually put them off relief . The U.N.R.W.A. attempts at resettlement 
of the refugees failed mainly because the Palestinians refused to accept 
t he l egality of the "fait accompli" aspect of the State of Israel, and 
demanded to go home (Fayez Sayegh, 1974). 
Thicknesse describes the refugee situation as follows : 
Although the refugees had been sheltered in their host 
countries and , in the ins tance of Jordan, been offered full 
citi zenship, they remained a people apart, lacking for the most 
part status, homes, land, assets, proper clothing and means of 
livelihood. ~1a ny c lung to their only evidence of a nationality, 
a worn, dog-eared Pales tine passport issued in the mandate 
days .. . In Lebanon they could not be issued work permits 
and by law could not hold jobs. In Egypt they could not 
receive U.N . R. W.A. reli ef and ass i s t ance, un l ess they were 
physica ll y located in the .. . Gaza s trip. In Syria, 
although they were permitted to work when they could find 
jobs, they were not offered citizenship. (How ley , 1975, 
pp. 29- 30) 
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The refugees accept ed th e United Nations re l ief and assistance out of 
dire need, but they were suspicious of it, of Great Bri t ain, and of t he 
United States for their rol es i n the cr eation of t he State of I s r ae l 
(Reports of the Secretary-Gener a! of the United Nations, Apri l 1950 , and 
June 1950 included in A.H.P .C. , 1950). 
By 1956, U. N.R .W. A. began to rehabi l itate indivi dual famili es 
economi cal l y and vocationally in an effort to resettle and r eestablish 
them. The effort was expensive a nd s low moving which caused i t s drop 
i n 1960 (Howley, 1975) . Since then, th e ma i n emphasis for r ehabilita-
t ion s hift ed to education, with the aid of U.N.E.S.C .O. techni ca l advice, 
professiona l contro l and th e s upervision of the educational servi ces 
(Directory of Midd le East and Africa, 1974 -1975). 
Th e defeat of the June War, 1967, wa s the l ast stroke th e Pal es-
tinian r efugees could take. The inf lux of thousands of new r efugees, 
the er ec tion of new emergency camps, th e increasi ng impotence of the 
host countri es in th e enforcement of any j ust solut ion th rough th e Uni t ed 
Nations peaceful channels, coupled with mi serabl e conditions in the camps 
triggered t he firs t bullet of the revo lut ion . The Palestinians decided 
to take the matter in their hands as best as they knew POW. Secr et 
Commando training was their choi ce, and the only way t o fight viol ence 
after 19 year s of waiting was th rough violence. On June 30, 1967, in 
th e midst of th eir def eat, they held their first post-~<ar meetings and 
decided to authorize limit ed operations t o be forced against Israel 
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(Chaliand, 1969). Their revolution allowed the birth of a new character 
among them; they termed themselves "the returnees." Their new-found 
strength began to threaten the host countries creating governments with-
i n government s and tipping the power balance. In 1970, Jordan's King 
Hussein unleashed his army to attack the Palestinian commandos in the 
camps. This large-scale confrontation turned into a massacre of all 
Palestinians, in-camp and off-camp refugees (Hussein, 1975). Lebanon's 
attitude towards the commandos was as hostile in 1974 and most of all 
1975 during the civil war. Syr ia and Iraq seem to be sympathetic to 
the gueril las, but their actions give the impression that they consider 
them as a danger to their existing order . Egypt has also seen their 
danger and therefore put an end to any of their activities against 
Israel (Hussein, 1975) . 
The refugee camps in Jordan have not harbored any guerilla groups 
since Septemb er 1970, by order from the government. They have reassumed 
their daily activities of earning a living and providing for their 
families. They have not forgotten their dream of returning to Palestine, 
nor the knowledge that the way to approach it was through strengthening 
themselves educat ionally, politically and militarily. The investigator 
believes that Arab countries and the world at large have begun to realize 
that when the Un ited Nations, with the help of the super powers, imple-
ments its resolutions which all express the i nalienable rights of the 
people of Palestine in self-determination, a just and lasting peace will 
be established in the Middle East. 
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Cultural Background 
In two surveys of uprootedness on Pales tinian refugee families, 
made in 1967 and 1968, Halim Barakat and Peter Dodd (1968) established 
several direct and indirect causes of refugee departure from their 
homeland. Two of them were pertinent to the analysis of the cultural 
background of the refugees. The first was the fear of dishonour 
(al-'ird) and the second was the lack of other-than-family loyalty in 
the villages. One sample, being partly urban and largely middle clas s , 
had more other-than-family loyalties, and only seven families of it 
gave the fear of dishonour as a cause. The other sample was that of 
village background, where the family loyalty was the most important, 
and the family honour to be protected. Fighting for one's country 
meant a lesser type of honoT to them then. 
This rural refugee sample reflects the characteristics of the parent 
population of the in-camp refugees. To understand them, and understand 
the reason behind their thinking and behaving, one has to reach as far 
as their origin, the villages of Palestine. 
The rural cultures are not the same everywhere in the ~1iddle East, 
Pierce (1971) indicates, but they seem to have an over-all quality about 
them which is similar when compared with communities in neighboring 
areas. lie terms this after Coon's "mosaic" definition which means 
that "each small piece of the picture is a unit, in a sense independent, 
yet each forms a part of a larger whole " (p. 14). This explains the 
pluralistic nature of the culture as a whole, where the subcultures have 
not been blended into it, but have retained their sub-cultural identities . 
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The peasant background is that of a settled community, where self-
s ufficient farmers work on their l and, cons ume some of their produce, 
and se ll the r es t to either urban or tribal groups . To own the land 
one works is to have the high es t prestige, according to Ammar (1954). 
The i ncome of the land is termed "halal" in Arabic , which means 
l egitima t e (p. 21). The peasants are more secure in their relationship 
with their land and find simpler meaning in it than in human rel at ion-
ships. They feel that other humans, urban or tribal, might either op-
press or use them, which has been the case over the centuries (Berger, 
1962). As a result they usuall y do not like l eavi ng their land at any 
time. Si nce they usually use manual labor, th e chores are divided be-
tween day and night duties. During certain s pecific seasons, they 
even sleep in shacks, especially built to guard the water or the harvest 
from thieves (Smadi, 1975). There is poverty and need in the villages, 
but Pierce e xpla i ns them to be the result of the limited materials in 
the community, more than a judgment of their economic standing (197l). 
Equall y important is the stability of relation ships in the village, 
because th e rules of behavior are one for all, for most villages have 
homogeneous populations (Berge~ 1962). 
Since the peasants are mainly absorbed in making a live lihood out 
of their land, the village communities have lived around meaningful 
values to them which unite th em in their existence and justify and 
honour their way of life (Berge~ 1962). Their religion gives them 
th eir sense of security. It i s Islam mixed wi th "animism and s uper-
stition," and has never been challenged in the villages (Berger, 1962, 
p. 82). Islam ha s exercised its hold on th e individual through his family 
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(Patai, 1958). The individual in the village depends on his family for 
security; and since family is a religious institution which is sanctioned 
and supported by Islam, both "family and religion have mutually 
strengthened each other . " (Patai, 1958, p. 152) The stronghold of 
Islam on the family is manifes t ed in the extraction of the "Sharia," 
cannon laws. These deal with aspects of life like birth, adoption, 
marriage, divorce, and aspects of death, like inheritance. The court 
laws also depend upon them for legislation and ruling (Berger, 1962) . 
Islam's laws and regulations come from the Holy Qor'an, true and 
infallible, by a ll Muslims and especially by the villagers who need 
blind faith. They take th e words literally and follow them blindly as 
best as they know how . Aspects of sexual intercourse, breastfeeding. 
bathing, washing, clothing, food, sports, drink, are some of the 
prohibitions and allowances discussed in the Book. The practice of the 
rituals in worship and life brings security and unity to individuals 
and their families (Berge~ 1962). The rural families have added to 
their religion inherited superstitions and remnants of animism which 
are the results of early pagan religions. These they keep, sometimes 
mixed up in their understanding of Islam, as amu l ets and safeguards 
against the power of nature (Smadi, 1975) . 
Th e family is the center of attachment to the villager. Its 
characteristics describe it to be, extended, inc luding several genera-
tions in one locality, of c l earl y divided and stated functions in 
marriage, birth, death and inheritance, land owner ship, division of 
labor and material aid (Berger, 1962). The customs and traditions in 
the family are binding upon the members and kept unchanged. Kamell 
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(197 3) explains that to be the result of their fatalistic outlook, and 
their meaningful contentment with their ancestors' way of life. 
The personal relationships of the villagers are affected by their 
customs , and regulated by their traditions. The differentiation of male 
and fema l e roles, status, clothing, work and so for th , are such an 
example. Virginity to them is described by Pierce as not only "the 
result of abstinance from sexual intercourse, but a feeling that no one 
should give sexual satisfaction of any kind to anyone other than his or 
her spouse as the case may be " (1971, p . 38). Sexual satisfaction can 
occur as stimulation through a flirtatious glance, a caress of the 
fingers and an accidental touching of the body . Islam recognizes the 
sexual instinct i n man or woman as an instinctive and unintentional 
drive; t herefore it stresses that both sexes should not look into each 
other ' s faces or bodies intently and with lust in mind. In Sura 
(chapter) 24, verses 30, 31, the Qor'an states, "Say to the believing 
men that they lower their gaze and control their passion; . . and 
say to the believing women that they lower their gaze and control their 
passion and not display their zinat except what appears thereof " 
(p. 904). Zinat means both natural beauty and artificial ornaments and 
make-up. The segregation in dress, the use of transportation, the 
division of labor, t he ar chitecture of the homes, t he public facilities, 
the ceremonies of birth, marriage, and rituals of death, and prayer make 
life easier to handle for both sexes. Pierce observed that when the 
people are used to the comfort and security of segregation, and find 
themselves in a place which doesn't abide by its laws, they become 
angered. They discover t hat they have to willingly and consciously 
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avoid temptation (1971) . The garments of both sexes in the villages 
are loosely fitting, flowing and thick, with a respectable head gear 
which covers the head and neck only. These garments help the de-sexing 
of the human form, which is another way of the protection of virginity. 
Th e villages are both male orient ed and male dominated according 
to Kame l! (1973). As a result the male role and manly activities are 
especially glorified (Pier ce, 1970). The male line as Kamel! sees it 
is the bondage of the family; strong bonds of loyalty and obligations 
of duty permeate its kinship re l ationship . Extended families are 
more economical l y feasible in the villages. Mal e ch ildren can work on 
the land of their father, and are later assisted by their own sons . The 
land is never divided, a llowing the whole family to share in its cu lt i-
vation and produce. Equally similar and following suit is the housing. 
The sons bring their wives to their fa ther's home. The grandchildren 
are born there, too. The females share in the house chores and manage 
their children. The status of power among them is the mother-in-law, 
fo ll owed by the elder son ' s wife. The women of the family are treated 
as part of the males' price in honor and belonging. Therefore the 
males are used to demonstrating their power of belonging when walking 
on the str eets followed by their women. Thi s indicates to the onlook-
er s a cultura l warning to keep away from the woman, whi ch they do. 
Such nonverbal form of behavior is of utmost importance to the villagers. 
When strange men accidenta ll y pass by women who do not belong to them, 
the women may cover part of their faces. Any small sign of f ami liarity 
which indicates a breech of the code of virginity-honour cou l d result 
in vio l ent quarrels, feuds, and possibly death. Therefore, the folk 
"etiquette" is usually consciously and faithfully adhered to. 
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Goode desc r ibes the ideology of rural regions to be at war some-
times with emotion . In demanding domina t ion of the wife, "It was thought 
weak to be tender or swee t t o her " (! 970, p. 141) . But the emot ion 
re sul t i ng from the sexua l rel at i ons between husb and and wife forced th e 
males to view th ei r women as "one source of so la ce " (Goode, 1971, p. 
141 ), Such contradic tion could be solved i n the Arab's r efusa l to di spl ay 
publicly any sort of emotion to his wife, and hi s keeping the distance 
between them . Publicly, he is prot ecting his male ego. At home he cou ld 
act differently. 
The literature on the parent-chi ld relationship, especia lly that 
of rural background, is very scar ce. 
Ka mel! (1973) brings forth the idea of the economic and work -force 
need as a cause of abundance in child bearing. The children contribute 
to the accomplishment of tas ks at an ear l y age, and therefore, are each 
trained according t o his or her sex for their future role. Goode (1970) 
also beli eves th at the economic force is th e reason for the hi gh birth 
rate among Pa l estine villages. 
Guli ck (1971) has found out that there was a higher birth rate 
in the villages. He believes that chi ldren are valued for two reasons; 
the first is that they play important rol es and fami ly solidarity in 
kin groups . The second is th e r esult of the high infant and moth er 
morta lity in th e a rea . To add to these interpretations, religiously, 
the Qor ' an s t a tes to the Muslim family "Be fruitful, and mu ltipl y " 
(Patai, 1958, p. 140). 
Williams (1958) studied the mountain vi ll ages of Lebanon and 
found out that their children were freely breast fed until th ey ~<ere 
one-and-a-half to two years old. Prothro (1961) found evidence that 
boys were longer breast fed, from half-a-year to a year, than gi rl s . 
The Holy Qor'an as ks the mothers to breast feed children of both sexes 
up to two years (Sura 31, verse 14). 
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Williams (1958) and Patai (1958) discovered that the weaning proces s 
wa s very abrupt in which the child was displ aced by a younger sib ling . 
Berger (1962) and Williams (1958) agree that the infants are given much 
physical affection until they arc weaned. In her study, Williams also 
noted that the parents va lued the children, but considered them to be a 
burden and source of marital quarrels (1958). 
The methods of control had some pertinent findings in the rural 
studies. Williams (1958) found out that immediate corporal punishment 
was frequently used in the mount ain vi ll ages, and accompanied by the 
verbal admonition of ' aib ' (shame). Prothro (1961) indicates that he 
found out that the use of shaming wa s a most typical form of punishment. 
Ayoub (1957) added that punishment among the Druze village of Kallarwan 
was of both verbal and physical nature. 
The previously named studies (Williams, 1958 and Ayoub, 1957) as 
mentioned by Gulick (1971) have also indicated other patterns in the 
Lebanese villages. Ayoub observed that sisters there grow up dependent 
on their brothers, whi ch is later projected into adult life. She has 
noted t hat the children tend to support their mother in quarrels between 
the parents, in spite of the father's formal authority. Ayoub (1957) 
agrees with her that sex education is rarely received from the parents, 
and found fema l es to be of very little knowledge in it. 
Goode describes the relationship between mother and son to be 
extremely intense. He believes this to be caused by the security the 
birth of a son gives t o his mother in the family. A son is his 
mother's "primary link with her husband's line" (1970, p. 143). 
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Patai (1958) adds that a childless woman is often regarded by the 
traditionals with "contempt mixed with commiseration and is often be-
lieved to be cursed by God " (p. 141). Patai found out in his research 
on Jordan that the son ' s expectations of his mother are formed from the 
first year of a boy's life onward . As a result of the two-to-three 
year old period of lactation and indulgence of emotional demonstra-
tion, the attachment to his mother is formed, and with it the idea 
of th e servitude of women (Patai, 1958). 
The female child on the other hand is socialized differently 
according to Patai. He has found out that s he is weaned about ha l f the 
age of the mal e , and then left alone to fend for herself. By th e 
age of four, she is given some small duties in the household and begins 
to tend her smaller s iblings. Patai states that the picture of 
unimportance, servitude and subordination stays with the female in her 
parent's and later in her husband's horne. It only changes when she 
begets a son to her husband. Her prestige will increase "with the birth 
of each child, and especially with the birth of male children " (1958, 
p. 144) . 
In conclusion, the review of literature has found considerable evi-
den se of sex role differences among preschool age children, due to the cul-
tural expectation of their adult roles. The status of the female remains 
insignificant until she begets a male to her husband . The male is born 
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important because he extends the blood line of his ancestors. He is 
given all the signs of "royalty" from his brith onward. The weaning 
process seems to be traumatic for both boys and girls, more so for the 
girls because they pass through it at a far younger age and with total 
rejection. The sibling relation is characterized by the older siblings 
in charge of the younger ones, which seems to cultivate resentment be-
tween them (Patai, 1958). 
There is various reasoning among the researchers as to the cause 
for the high fertility rate among the villagers. These could be the 
result of high maternal and child mortality, the additional work hands 
on the family property, the strength the children add to family solidar-
ity, the religious values which emphasize child bearing, and the mother's 
personal aspirations for security of position and rise of status. 
The children are controlled by corporal punishment first, and verbal 
admonitions, second. On the whole, the rural family is still described 
in literature in its values, rituals, and patterns as more of the 
traditional style. 
CHAPTER III 
METHODS AND PROCEDURE 
This study was made at "Al Hussein" Refugee Camp in the city of 
Amman,Jordan during the Fall and Winter of 1974. The investigator 
lived in Jordan during the collection of data. 
The community was selected because of the various reasons: 
1. "Al Hussein" Camp was one of the oldest camps built soon 
after th e 1948 first flood of refugees in the city of Amman, Jordan. 
2. It developed to become one of the largest, as well as the 
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most established, ca mp in the city of Amman. Turning into a residential 
district for lower-middle socio-economic l eve l , it encompasses several 
schools for boys and girls of primary and preparatory levels, clinics 
run by U.N.R.W.A. administration and personnel, and the Pontifical 
Mission nuns . The office of records, and that of the director of the 
camp, mark the camp entrance side by side with the camp's police sta-
tion, th e main pharmacy and the vegetable-meat-and-grocery market place. 
Th e whole set-up gives a picture of a self-sufficient town within a 
town. 
3. The camp ' s geographical location in a va ll ey between hills 
supplied its natural borders. The camp con s isted of tents at its foun-
dation; these were later transformed to more permanent homes made of 
mud first, then cement-concrete, and today some stone houses are added. 
The majority of the homes are one story high and looking alike in 
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unorganized rows. The investigator believed that this would facilitate 
finding the interviewees addresses, which proved impr actical. The 
records of th e camp were out-dated without proper addresses on them. 
The clinic 's medical records of the Pontifical Mission were inadequate, 
while those of the U.N.R.W.A. clini c ' s were burned by mistake a month 
prior to the investigation. 
4. The camp community was in the seventies partially dependent 
on the U.N.R .W.A. aid and assistance. Self-supporting families whose 
men worked, and sons helped economically depended on the U.N.R.W.A. 
for schooling and medical support only . The res t received food for sub-
sistence : flour, rice, and sugar. The pregnant and nursing mother got 
an added share of dried milk. The caloric intake of food offered to the 
needy should amount to 1,700 ca l ories per day (A.H.R.C. Sept-Dec. 1949, 
p. 23). These descriptions are shared by all other camps in Jordan. 
5. The families living in the camp total 3085 persons; 2648 being 
officia l residents of the camp, and 437 are unofficial. The camp res-
idents ' pl ace of origin was mostly the coastal plains of Palestine, 
r anging from large cities as Jaffa, and towns as Lad, as well as scat-
tered villages. This distribution was believed to be representative of 
the general camp population. 
Th e Research Technique 
This instrument is modeled after three interviewing schedules, 
then modified. The first schedule evolved by the staff of the Labora-
tory J f Human Development of the Graduate School of Education of Harvard 
University, (Sears eta! ., 195 7) and was used with mothers in two Boston 
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suburbs. It was described with the results in detail in "Patterns 
of Child Rearing" (Sears et al., 1957). The second model comes from 
a British study by the University of Nottingham Child Development 
Research Unit, and was used with mothers i n the city of Nottingham, 
England by John and Elizabeth Newson (1968). It appears in their book, 
Four Years Old in an Urban Community 1968. The third group of ques-
tions was added to the questionnaire as adopted from a study by 
Schvaneveldt (1968). 
The modified schedu l e was translated then to classical Arabic by 
the investigator to bring forth the essence of meaning . Then it was 
changed into co lloquial folk Arab i c by the investigator and her family 
to facilitate the communication purpose. 
i nstrument of the study. 
This formed the r esearch 
The Validity of I nterviews 
Although the interview is an indirect device for obtaining empi rica l 
data on child r earing, the investigator dec ided to use it because it 
was the onl y way to obtain suffi cient data on a wide range of topics 
within a rea sonable time. It was a l so considered a safe way of acquiring 
i n format ion by verbal means directly from the mothers rather than allow 
suspicion to be bred in th e camps wh ere it is easy to suspect strangers 
of doing harm. Direct observation in time could have yie lded the s ame 
and probabl y better data if more observers offered longer time for the 
same task. These, though, have to belong to the same culture with an 
understanding or background in the behavioral sciences. 
The eva luation of the interviews were also based on the knowledge 
and understanding of the culture, its verbal terms and expressions, 
and figures of speech. Th e investigat or belongs to the same genera l 
background that made the refugees what th ey are politically, though 
she comes from anoth er class and educational backgr ound. She under-
s tands their language and expressions because she was exposed to it 
since her childhood . She ha s compassion and affinity for them, but 
she does not belong to th eir refugee-in-camp group, a lthough a r efugee 
hers e lf. Her urban, other than Pales tinian upbringing gave her a 
detached view for them, in a sense a lienating her, but allowing a 
more objective outlook and judgment. She understand s th e gener a l 
pattern of th e Arab culture in which the Palestinians share. She also 
differentiates that from th e speci fi c Pa l es t inian cul ture of which the 
in-camp-refugees are but one aspec t . Thi s enables her t o evaluate 
th e spec ifi c r es ponses on their own merit. Her training in her 
specia l ized fie ld has added to her awareness and understanding with 
objectivity the expressions as well as the actions of the interv iewed 
mothers. 
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To obtai n valid information, the wording and phrasing of the ques-
tions was done in such a way so as t o encourage accurate answers. Thi s 
is an expecially prevalent probl em in th e Arab culture, for to agree 
with s ugges tions put, even t o the point of agr eeing with mutually 
contradi ct ory sugges tions, i s cons idered and recognized as a sign of 
verbal politeness . Therefor e a special effort was made to avoid sug-
gesting "correct" replies; th e ques tions were worded neutrally. 
The differ ences in answer s as emerged from the interviews gives 
the fe eling that these were va l id . Besides that there was an apparant 
cons i s tency in the quality and con tent of answers. The first hesitancy 
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lay with questions on biographical material which took very little 
time. The other questions related to mother-child relationships that 
posed no visible threat and therefore were answered with assurance and 
openness. Mothers talked at length and gave their opinions and explained 
their atti~udes with strength. They expressed "their expert views," 
and a feeling of importance attached to their motherhood status was pro-
nounced. The variation in response meant that the mothers were not 
merely reciting the accepted norms. lf the investigator suspected a 
parroting of the acceptable views, she would ask for specific examples. 
When similar issues were raised in different contexts an internal 
consistency became apparent. 
Certain instances reported by the mothers were not accurate. When 
asked what they would do if their child was aggressive towards them, 
many answered that they would punish the child . Yet this often happened 
during the interview without the expected punishment . Though it would 
change the empirical data, in the interpretation it is acceptable because 
it was the mother's attitude and not her behavior which was r ecorded. 
The false statement was not meant as a lie, but represented the true 
indice of the mother ' s ideal attitude, "what actually should happen." 
It also explains that, i n. the culture, parent abuse should not be ideally 
tolerated, a direct quotation from the Holy Qor'an. Prothro (1961) 
would encourage these responses to be considered as "instances of actual 
verbal behaviour " (p . 28). These instances will be called to attention 
and culturally explained in Chapter IV. The re st of the statements can 
be accepted as fairly accurate in which the mothers reporting and the 
direct observation of the investigator coincide. 
The Ins trument 
The sample chosen for the interviews could be labelled as a 
purposeful-representative sample that approached a probability type. 
This means that due to the investigator' s inability to draw random 
samples from any r egistered records, she decided to intervi ew mothers 
from al l the geographical areas of the camp i n an effort to get as 
vast a r epresentation as possible . Fourt een of the sample were inter-
viewed i n both clinics randomly. Following this she randoml y se l ected 
homes from the various areas of the camp and interviewed the mothers 
in their homes. The total sample completel y interviewed and ana l yzed 
were forty moth er s. To insure diversion of samp lin g, and mi nimum 
complications , the investigator was acc ompanied by either a midwife 
or s taff nurse. These lad ies, inhabitants of the camp, knew the r oads 
and addresses and introduced the investi gat or, helping t o faci l itate 
her acceptance by the community and erase some suspicion and fear 
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which would have negatively affected th e data co llection, and the 
reliability of the information. The invest i gat or relied on her language 
and approach by appealing directly and indirectly to the mothers' sense 
of hospitality and generosity. Th e common political and ethni c 
background th e investigator shared with the interviewees, as we ll as 
her sex brought forth their identifying with her, a positive facto r 
to th e s tudy. The frankness displayed and specific anecdotes given were 
signs of the mission's success. 
The i nterviews were long, ranging from one-and-one half to about 
two-and-one quarter hours . They depended on the speci fic interviewee , 
her concentration on th e subject matter discussed, her being alone at 
home or entertaining guests, her involvement in a specific chore or 
her children' s demands. Due to the investigator's awareness of the 
mother's position in the home, being the sole caretaker, and the 
limited time they had before their husbands returned home , the 
interviewed mothers were as unint errupted with their duties at home 
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as possible. Mos t women did their cooking, c leani ng, washing the dishes 
and laundry while answering questions. Some breast-fed their children, 
others served their guests with food, and two bore new babies to the 
world while the investigator waited near their doors until permitted 
to speak to them. She did so while the midwife was cleaning the babies 
and wrapping them up. The completion of the chores helped keep the 
natural home atmosphere informally so, with mothers answering as if 
chatting to a neighbar rather th an a formal question-answer interview. 
As a result the investigator cannot be assured whether one lon~ session 
interview would yield the same results as several shorter sessions, 
and whether this affected the reliability of the answers. 
The questions asked were modified for several reasons: the length 
of the interview, the time limit, and the inappropriateness of subject 
matter. In spite of the modification, a wide scope of subject matter 
was discussed and analyzed . Some unasked questions were answered, in 
unplanned areas of study as a resu lt of specific situations which added 
to the richness of the interview . Nevertheless, in the situational 
analysis, the investigator realized that certain areas of investigation 
could have been expanded and dealt with more specifically resulting in 
a more comprehensive s tudy. 
The investigator obtained permission in November, 1974 from the 
U.N.R.W .A. directorate in Amman to do the research. The interviews 
took about two months to be completed, four of which were half done 
and were not used as a result of the mothers ' refusal to continue. 
Two others were lost in the process of moving and travelling. The 
mothers who refused to answer questions or show themselves to the 
investigator were not pressed. One problem faced with some of the 
interviewed was their excessive cooperation, where they insisted on 
serving an elaborate snack, as well as the cus t omary cup of coffee 
or tea. And because it was the lunar month after the pilgrimage to 
Mecca, and the feast of sacrifice, those who had family members 
participate in the pilgrimage insisted on offering the investigator 
gifts from th e ho ly city of ~1ecca, as was customary. A refusal would 
have insu lted them or hurt th eir fee lin gs . Invitations to weddings 
and feast dinners were numerous, and occasionally there were even 
overt ures to the arranging of marriage for the i nvestigator or any 
sister of hers. 
Analysis of Data 
Since nearly all the questions were open ended the investigator 
analyzed each answer separately and categorized it according to either 
the cultura l direction the answers were taking, or to the scales 
prepared by Sea r s et al ., 1957, and/or by Newson, 1968. 
Each questionnaire was given a numerical order and each question 
was likewise enumera t ed and entered in the proper place on a standard 
card form. Fo ll owing this was the sub-division of the data into sex 
and age group t o facilitate the process of analysis and tabulation. 
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Since the study was descript i ve by nature, and attempted to i nves-
tigate a new area of research, no hypotheses were formulated and tested. 
CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS 
Part I: Demographic Characteristics 
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This study is an attempt made by the investigator to collect data 
on present child rearing beliefs and practices of Muslim Arab Palestinian 
mothers in a refugee camp in the city of Amman, Jordan. 
The data were collect ed by personal inter views with mothers of 
preschool children only. The sampling included forty mothers in the 
group. Their children 's age ranges between three and one-half years to 
four and one- half years. To facilitate understanding th e background of 
the interviewees, some demographic characteristics of th e sample were 
taken. These make up part of the find 1gs and are organized as follows: 
I. Socio- economic status of families in terms of fathers ' oc -
cupation and educational level of achievement. 
2. Employment conditions of fathers. 
3. Education of parents. 
4. llousehold size and composition. 
5. Children ' s age and sex ratio, and their position in the family. 
6. Age of parents. 
7. llistorical and structural features of the interviewees. 
8. Mortality history 
The socio-economic s t atus of the families visited and int erviewed is 
indicated in Table I, and is divided in terms of fathers' occupation and 
education. 
Table 1 Socio-economic status of interviewed families in terms of fathers' occupation and education 
Small White 
Occupation + Professional Tradesman Collar 
Education 
.f 
No Education 
Elementary 
~ Education 5 
Preparatory 
~ Education 1 
Secondary 
Education 2" 
Above 2~ 1 ~ 
TOTAL 2 6 3 
* 45% are semi-skilled laborers 
62.5% have completed elementary education only 
9 families are in the middle class 
a 31 families are in the lower class 
Skilled Semi-ski 11 ed Unskilled Not 
Laborer Laborer Laborer Working 
2" 4" 1" 
3" 12" 4" 1 
2" 
* 5 18 5 1 
Total 
7 
** 25 
3 
2 
3 
40 
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The investigator, assuming to make a meaningful statement about 
classes in Jordan, used some of the indices developed by Havinghurst 
(1960, p. 225). He named occupation, income, sour ce of income, house 
type and area of community, educational level, church and associations. 
Occupation and education were mainly selected to determine the refugees' 
social class. The housing and general quality of the home environment 
reinforced the explained the income levels. 
There was little difficulty in identifying the lower class of the 
group . They constituted the majority (79 percent) of the total group. 
These lived in the main camp in cement-esbestos type of houses, each 
made up of two rooms . The houses are separated with walls which pro-
vide little privacy. The rooms are furnished with bare necessities. 
No effective heating system exists, for a liquid-gas stove in one of the 
rooms is the only heating device . The refugees are on the whole from 
peasant stock and their living conditions still reflect it. They eat on 
the floor, s leep on mattresses which are laid at night on the floor and 
removed during daytime. The chores are hand done. A liquid-gas primus, 
pumped on and off by hand, is used for cooking. 
Simil arly there was little difficulty in identifying a successful 
merchant, or a pharmacist as a member of the middle class, for they are 
similar to the rest of the middle class in Jordan and in the Middl e East. 
Their homes are built on the outskirts of the camp. They maintain their 
privacy by being in either detached or semi-detached houses with a 
higher outside wall. The home is equipped with better furniture and more 
home appliances to help the housewife in her chores. It is noticeable 
that their standard of living and clothing is higher than the lower class . 
Five families would be classified as in the comfortable middle class. 
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The other four were harder to classify as they were in-between the 
middle and the lower classes. It was decided to place them in the mid-
dle class though, because the fathers were on a scale of upward mobility. 
Such persons as government officials belong to a hierarchy in 
which their mobility is assured and their respectability is secure . 
Their sa laries are the problem, for they may equal some semi-skilled 
laborers or some skilled laborers. Their living condition on the whole 
is similar to that of the lower class. Therefore, education as a criter-
ion was used to determine their place in the scale. The differing point 
was the high school diploma. Any degr ee above it allows middle class 
mobility. 
Tabl e indicates the employment conditions of the fathers in terms 
of place and time of work. 
The parents who leave the camp to work in the city of Amman (#28) 
or those working in another country (#3) are not able to live in their 
little world of kinship and community as before. Their mobility is 
changing them, and as a result, affecting their families whether they 
realize this or not. They bring the outside world with them in the form 
of urbanization and secularism . Sixty-two and one-half percent of the 
fathers, when returning home, do not interact with the wife and children . 
After having their immediate need s taken care of, they depart to the 
local cafe which is equal to a male private clubhouse, or go visiting 
their friends and spend their time outside the home until bedtime. 
Another distinct area noticed by the investigator is the existence 
of a TV apparatus in 65 percent of the homes . . •.1 though thi s provides the 
only means of enter tainment to the majority of family members, it seemed 
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Table 2 Employment conditions of fathers 
Time of work+ Full time - Longer - 10 Part-
Place of 6 hour s ** hours or more time Total 
Work + 
In Camp 5 2 7 
Outside Camp 3 22 #2500 
62.5% 
In and Out 
of Camp* 3 3 
Outside 
City 2 2 
Outs i de 
Country 3 3 
TOTA L 3 #35" 2 40 
87.5% 
*Both in Amma n and in camp 
**As prescribed by the government. Al l government establishments are 
supposed to work six hours a day . 
oo 62.5% fathers work i n th e city of Amman itse l f. 
"87 . 5% fathers work longer hours at regular pay. 
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to the investigator as being used also as a means of escape from the 
tight environment of the camp to the bigger world outside, though no 
formal data were collected in this area. 
Table 3 indicates and compares both parents' education as reported 
by the mothers. The heaviest number for both groups have elementary 
education which means, in fa ct, that they are able to read a little, 
write a little and do some arithmetic. 
Table 3 Reported education of fathers and mothers in the camp 
t'lo Educa- Elementary Preparatory Secondary 
ion Education Education Education Above 
# % # % # % # % # % 
Fathers 7 17.5 24 60.0 3 7.5 3 7.5 3 7.5 
~!others II 27.5 21 52.5 7 17.5 0 .0 1 2.5 
TOTAL 18 22.5 45 56.25 10 12.5 3 3.75 4 5.0 
It is interesting t o note that Table 3 indicates the total percent-
age in illiteracy to be 22.5 percent. Although the mothers have a 10 
percent higher rate in illiteracy, it was surprising to find one mother 
beyond the high school level . She was a trained teacher who did not 
work in her career. The higher degrees of the fathers are as follows: 
two have completed their University degree specializing in Pharmacy and 
Engineering and one had graduated from a Teachers' Training College, 
which is two years beyond th e secondary degree. The investigator expects 
these results to be changing every year due to the emphasis on education 
as a means of overcoming the burdens of r efugeeism. 
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The following Tables 4, 5, and 6 deal with the household size and 
composi tion of fami li es in camp. In parti cular, Table 4 indicates the 
size and composition of nuc l ear family households . Among t he fo r ty 
families, 25 were of nuc l ear househo ld composition . The r eader will note 
that 62.5 percent of the tota l numb er fit s into a nuc lear designation. 
This indicates a change in the family patterns that has occurred and is 
still occurring amon g the Palestinians, in-or off-camp refugees. 
Table 4 Size and composition of nuclear family hous ehol d in camp 
Number 
of chil dr er 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ll OTAL 
# % # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # 1% # % # % 
21 5 5 11 2.5 4 10 14 ;o 1 2.5 1 2.5 4 10 1 2 . 5215 2 5 25 62 
I ' 
. 5 
Table 5 presents the nuc l ear familie s which have extended member s 
livi ng with them . Their t otal number is 15 families. The mean number of 
chil dren per family i s tabul ated to be 5.85; th e median number of child-
ren per family is 5. 
Table 5 Nuclear families having extended members living with th em 
Number 
of childrer 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 TOTAL 
d% " I % " I % " I % d% # l % #[% #[ % 
"' % 
# I % 
" I % 
zJ 5 1 j2 . 5 2J 5 2j 5 oJ o 3 1 7.5 2 J 5 1 j2 . 5 o 1 o 2J 5 l~ 37.5 
Table 6 i s a further explanation of Table 5 in speci fic with th e 
numbers of the extended memb ers and th eir relationship to th e nuclear 
family. Th e lower s ub script in the Tab l e division r efer s to the number 
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Table 6 Extended families in camp 
No. of children 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 9 10 11 Tota l no. per family_ ... of families 
Extended family 
members + # % 
Paternal grand - 2 1 1 I 
mother 2 1 1 4 10 
*Materna l gr and-
mother and 2 2 
grandfather 1 1 2 5 
*Paternal grand- 4 
mother and 
maternal gr and- 2 2 5 
mother 
Single paternal 3 
uncles 1 1 2.5 
Married paternal 8 
uncle, wife 1 1 2.5 
and children 
Paternal gr a nd- 4 8 
patent s and 1 
uncle' s family 1 2 5 
Paternal grand- 6 
parents , uncles 1 
and family, and 1 2.5 
s ingle aunts 
Paternal grand- 8 
mother and 1 
uncle ' s family 1 2.5 
Paternal grand- 3 
rother , and 1 2. 5 
maternal grand- 1 
parents 
TOTAL NUMBER OF X MEMBERS 6 6 2 3 0 19 I 11 0 37.5 4 
*Extended families with materna l family members living with them. 
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of families, while the upper subscript refers to the number of members in 
the family. Th e grand average of family members per family is 9 .1 which 
is a considerably large size. This average would be considered small er 
than the average of the extended Palestinian rural, and Jordanian tribal 
fami l y size. 
The data obtained on the household size and makeup of the refugee 
families visited in Table 6 indicates that the trend for clustering and 
living together app l ies for the paternal family members more than the 
maternal. Only two families live with their matrilineal members. One 
is a widow and her children,provided for,and taken care of by her parents. 
The other is a nuclear family taking care and providing for the mother ' s 
parents. Two families provide for the widowed maternal grandmother with 
the widowed paternal grandmother, and one family resides with the 
paternal grandparents due to economic need allowing the widowed paternal 
grandmother to s hare their living. Mothers are considered economical l y 
as well as socially dependent on their nearest male kin. The adult males 
of a nucl ear family accept responsibility for their relatives, particular-
ly for their parents, brothers (unmarried and/or younger) and sisters 
(unmarried, widowed or divorced). These dependent members share the 
food, lodging and clothing with the family. When married, brothers 
s hare a household together, each couple live in their own bedroom, but 
both share the kitchen, bath-toilet, and li ving room. If married and 
working, the brothers both share the expenses of the household, while 
their wives share the chores and responsibilities. 
Although it is usually rare to find the wife's parents living with 
her, the five exis ting cases from the sample are a result of both Islamic 
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influence and economic need. By Islamic law and jurisdi ction, the child-
ren take care and provide for their parents if they are in need. 
Normally, this means the patrilineal side. A widow, or a divorced woman 
receives economic support from her husband's money. If he were poor , 
hi s family legally should help support her until she re-marries . In 
one sample, one widow is partly supported by her brother-in-law, and 
partly by charity; the other widow is fully supported by her father . 
The traditional social structure forbids women to live alone even if 
self-supporting and elderly of age. A mother is highly valued and 
strongly attached to her sons. One mother, when asked about the respon-
sibility of her son towards his family of procreation, answered that she 
did not care what he did as long as he took care of his own mother, took 
her to l ive with him, and treated her with respect. 
Economically and emotionally supported, th e extended female members 
share in the responsibility of the household. They do chores like cook-
ing, cleaning, washing and even help with the rearing and discipline of 
the children. When a new child is being born in the family, both grand-
mothers have their duties divided. The paternal grandmother takes over 
the household in responsibility, while the maternal grandmother assists 
the midwife with her daughter's l abor and birth process. She tends her 
daughter's ne eds, and makes her comfortab l e until the new chi ld is born. 
She helps in washing the infant and dressing him. Then she cooks for her 
daughter the specia l meals required after birth. This may take up to 
forty days until the new mother is strong and able to take care of her 
own affairs, and r esume her work. 
Table 7 combines the sex and age ratio of the children discussed 
with their mothers and their position in the family. 
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Table 7 Sex age ratio and position of child in the familv 
' ' '. 
Males Females 
#2~ 60% #16 40% 
3.6 
-
3.11 4.0 - 4.6 3.6 - 3.11 4.0 - 4.6 
#12 I 30% # 12 I 30% #10 I 25% #6 15% 
Youngest Middle Oldest Youngest Middle Oldest 
#16,40% #4 10% #4,10% #8 1 20% #7 17.5% 1 12 . 5% 
I 
Of the forty 3.6 - 4.6 year-old children, twenty-four were males and six-
teen females. This may be due to either the typical nature of the sample 
or to the less than randomized sampling procedure. The males were equal-
ly divided into both age groups while the females leaned heavier on the 
older age group. Two-thirds of the males were the youngest or amon g the 
youngest members in their family as compared to half the females being 
of the youngest family members. 
The comparative age of both parents is indicated in Table 8. 
Table 8 . Age of parents. 
Number of Fathers and Mothers in Each Age Decade 
Below 20 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 
Fathers 0 6-(1)* 21 11 0- (1) 
Mothers 0 20 19 1 0 
*deceased fathers 
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The age of mothers and fathers are in round numbers as approximated 
by both the interviewed mother and the investigator. The mothers did not 
have any valid document showing their exact age and that of their hus-
bands. Their birth certificate never existed or was lost during their 
exodus. For this reason the ages were divided into decades . 
The reported mean age of the fathers was 35.5 and that of the 
mothers was 29.5, making the difference of age between them six years. 
This may be taken as accurately representing not on l y the refugee but 
also the non-refugee population. A decade earli er the age difference 
would have definately been wider. 
Historical and structural features of the refugees were combined in 
Table 9. The family issue brought forth two interesting facts. One 
woman whose husband works in another area in Jordan admitted that her 
husband was living with another woman and her family. This is indeed 
a rare occurance although she kept insisting that they were "like brothers 
and sisters. " The other fact was that no mothers in the sample worked 
outside their home. The investigator has ample information that camp 
women produce the female servants of the city of Amman. 
In spite of the fact that the camp population is either of village 
or town birth place, the cultural makeup and ancestry of it is to be 
considered descending from rural background. 
The mortality history of the families visited in Al Hussein camp 
is indicated in Table 10. Whil e the investigator visited the camp, 
incidences of death among children seemed a part of the mother's con-
versations. Miscarriage is naturally accepted, but considered a loss 
and so quickly remedied by a new pregnancy. Death of a child is a sad 
Table 9. Historical and structural features of the refugees. 
In camp 
Village 
Town 
5 years 
10 year s 
15 years 
20 yea r s 
25 years or 
Family Issues 
2 - fathers deceased 
1 - father lives with another woman 
- parents separated 
0 - mothers working 
more** 
Place of Birth of Parents 
Fathers 
0 
20 
20 
Mothers 
15 
23 
Time Spent in Camp by Parents 
Fathers 
2 
2 
34 
Mothers 
6 
0 
2* 
31 
*All their lives 
** All or most of their lives 
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Table 10 Mortality history of families in the camp 
Infant Combination of Miscarriage No Infant 
~lis carriages Mortality and Infant Mortality Mort ality 
Twice 13 14 
I 
I 
3 Miscarriage + I 
I 
2 Miscarriage 
I 
times i More* + l Infant + 1 Infant Once times 1 2 3 14 Mortality Mortality 
' 
I l I 2 I i 3 2 1 I 1 1 11 4 : 1 1 I 1 12 i I i i I I 
7.5 I 5 2. 5 1 2.5 I 2. 5 27.5 10 1 5 J 2. 2.5 l 2.5 30% 
20% 45% 5% 30% 
• This particular case had seven miscarriages. 
Although the camp provides an UNRWA clinic directed for the care and welfare of refugee mother and child, 
and allm;s other privately free, religiously affiliated clinics to work in that area, the percentages 
of miscarriage and infant mortality are considered high. The investigator does not have any statistical 
figures on this subject on non-refugee mothers . She nonetheless believes that these figures are general-
ly truthful and may be simil ar to other classes in Jordan, with the exception of the upper and upper-
middle classes. 
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thing but did not appear t o be looked at as a traumatic experience for 
the mother, especia lly when in infancy. Disease as well as accidents 
are every day happenings, but moth er s seemed t o be trying as best at 
they could to overcome them. 
Tab l e 10 indicates that 70 percent of th e families in the sample 
have been hit by miscarriage and infant morta lity. 
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Part II: Maternal Child-rearing Beliefs and Practices 
The questionnaire was divided into genera l areas or categories for 
investigation and analysis. Th ey are as follow s: 
1. Maternal child rearing practices with regard to independence-
dependency, aggression, techniques of control, sex-role training, ex-
pectations and demands in the home, mother-child affective interactions 
and th e changing materna l role. 
2. Maternal expectations and goa l s for the chi ld' s future. 
3. Paternal role as the mother sees and describes it. 
The ana l ysis of data has been one of descriptive design, as opposed 
t o inferential as s uch , due to the nature of the s tudy itself. 
Maternal child r earing practices 
Independence. Tab le TT exp l ain s what physical tasks the 
children in th e sample do either by th emse lves or with th e hel p of their 
mothers. 
The meanings of the breakdown categories in answers is to be ex-
plained as follows: "Mother does it alone, " means s he is in charge of 
th e operation. Whether the child is capabl e of doing the t ask on h is 
own or not is not the issue. She be lieves he is not capable and s he 
should do it for him . "Helps a lot" means she is sti ll generally in 
char ge, docs a lot of helping but allows him t o do part of the task, as 
much as he is capabl e of. "Gives some he lp" denotes that th e child is 
r esponsib le generally for himse lf, but mother supe r vises his work, or 
lends a hand where things get t oo diffi cu l t. "No help" means what it 
says, the child does the ta sks on his own. 
so 
Table 11 The child' s independe nce char t 
Older * Younger** Total 
Physica l Task No. of boys No. of girl s children chi ldren 
Can dress hi mse lf 
Mother does it a lone 13 4 7 10 17 
Mother he lps a lot 3 2 2 3 s 
Mother gives some help 7 8 ll 4 IS 
~!other gives no help 1 2 2 1 3 
Can undress hims elf 
Mother does it alone 13 7 8 12 20 
Mother helps a lot 4 1 3 2 s 
Mother gives s ome help s 4 8 I 9 
Mother gives no help 2 4 3 3 6 
Can tidl hi s clothes 
Moth er does it alone 19 7 12 14 26 
Mother he 1 ps a lot l 1 2 0 2 
Mother gives s ome help 2 2 4 0 4 
Mother gives no help 2 6 4 4 8 
Looks after hims e lf 
in to i l e t 
Mother does it a lone 14 3 s 12 17 
Mother helps a lot 1 4 4 1 s 
Mother gives s ome he lp 3 4 6 l 7 
Mother gives no help 6 s 7 4 11 
Clears up things he 
has been playing_ wi t1J 
Mother does it alone 13 4 6 ]] 17 
Mother helps a lot 2 0 1 1 2 
Mother gives s ome help 1 l 2 0 2 
Moth er gives no help 8 11 13 6 19 
Feeds himse l f 
Mother docs it a l one 1 0 0 I I 
Mother he l ps a lot 0 0 0 0 0 
Mother gives some help 2 0 0 2 2 
Mother gives no help 21 16 22 lS 37 
* Older chi ldren: 4 years o ld t o 4 years and 6 months. 
**Younger children: 3 years and 6 months t o 3 years and 11 months. 
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In Tab l e 11, the sample indicates that the children receive quite 
a good deal of help. The first three items, dealing with clothes, girls 
are s i gnificantly more self-re liant than boys. Mothers of boys do not 
expect their sons to be able to help themse lves. The younger age gr oup 
children are a l so more dependent on their moth er s than the older age 
group chi I dren. 
The toilet help issue, item 4, indicates a similar age and sex 
difference. Mothers of boys and the younger age gr oup do not rely on 
their child's ability and rath er do the cleaning j ob by themse lves. 
The toil ets are usually outside the home which makes access to them 
harder. They are made of a pit in the ground. A water container helps 
c lean the child and drain the toilet. Th e water is difficult to handl e 
by the child of this age group without being wet , and moth ers are never 
s ure wh ether their child cleaned himse lf properly or not . 
Cleaning up toys is another matt er though the result s are simi l ar 
to the previous t asks. The task of c leaning up i n the home is usually 
a female task i n any aspect it t akes. Therefore, it is culturally ex-
pected that th e boys are he lped by their mothers . Another important 
issue to be di scussed here i s th e matter of persona l property. The 
mothers who "gave no help" in c l eanin g up toys usually explai ned t he 
reason to be the result of their child' s need to put his own per so na l 
t oys away so that none of his sib lin gs would play with them. 
Mother s in th e camp take these se t of tasks to be part of their 
daily chore s that they do unquestioni ngl y. It does not both er them in 
the l east to do th e t asks for the ir chi ld . Their reasoning is usually 
the following: "Him? lie ' s just a baby! lie does n 't understand ." And 
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in most cases, added, "What is a mother for, if she doesn't take care 
of her child and home? She is the one in charge of his neatness and 
cleanliness." 
On the whole, a male is less expected to have anything to do with 
the physical tasks of dressing, undressing or putting in order . He 
will have a female all hi s life to clean after him, help him get dressed 
and undressed. 
A rating of independence in Table 12 for each child was made up of 
the combination of the five physical tasks analyzed representing the 
child' s actual se lf help . What is being assessed here is what the child 
in fact does for himse lf as a product of both his personality and his 
mother's demands determined by her personality, the circumstances and 
needs. The terms used are defined as follows: 
Table 12 General independence in self-help 
Highly Moderately Not Very 
Independent Independent Independent Dependent 
3 or more Emphasis on Emphasis on 4 or 5 
"No help" "Some help" "He lps a lot" "Mother 
does it" 
# % # % # % # % 
9 22.5 7 l7. 5 7 17.5 17 42.5 
Feeding oneself is a different aspect from the other physical task 
categories . The mothers' answers indicated with emotional emphasis that 
se lf-feeding is a must with children. They even frowned at the implica-
tion that their child needs he lp in this area. There was yet a slight 
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difference between boys and girls, and older and younger children. All 
the girls and the older children fed themselves. Only 21 of the boys 
and 15 of th e younger age group did so on their own. Food is an out-
standing element in this culture and constitutes an acceptable indul-
gence. Mo st of t he chi ldren's rewards center around it. Folk tales 
describe it in detail as a sign of affluence and abundance. Eating to-
gether highlights family and friend gatherings in feasts and celebra-
tions, mark the end of feud s and the beginning of new alignments. 
Host-guest relationship is affected by its quality and quant ity. The 
time of eating is the only time in many families when all members are 
together digging their hands in one large container and sharing it. 1he 
scarcity of food, as a result of general poverty and during hard seasons 
with little rain, has been a most felt problem, for the desert s make 
up three-quarters of the territory and rain is a major source of 
irrigation. The food of the refugees comes partly from U.N. rations and 
partly from personal income. It is never enough, nor ever in excess. 
Especially in l ar ge families where a young chi ld learns to fend for 
himself while sharing a place among the rest of the members. Prothro 
(1961, p. 83) eloquent l y phrased it; food becomes "th e symbol of warmth, 
affection and socia l approval," for the Arab child, of which the Pales-
tinian child is a part. 
More general information on physical tasks the refugee child does 
for himself was elicited from the mother. Fifty percent of the boys' 
mothers said their sons did nothing e lse by themselves. Seventy-five 
percent of the girls' mothers said that their daughters washed their face 
and hands in the morning by themselves, while only a third of the boys 
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did so. Both age groups came out the same, 50 percent of each also wash-
ed their face and hands in the morning. 
To find out whether mothers in general pushed their children for 
independence or not , they were asked about their feelings on the sub-
ject . "What do you feel about making a child do t hings for himself at 
this age? Do you think he should be made to do things for himself, 
even if he doesn't want to?" 
Twenty-two mothers said that they did not consciously train their 
child to do any task on hi s own. Twelve others said that .their child 
did thi s either by imitating his mother, or mostly his older siblings . 
Twenty-nine mothers were satisfied with the position their child was in; 
onl y nine were not satisfied and wanted him to depend more on himself. 
Twenty-two moth ers were for using force to tra in independence; eighteen 
were against it. In compari ng th e sexes, mothers of boys were evenly 
divided into both answers, while ten out of sixteen mothers of girl s 
believed in the use of force. There was some difference between older 
and younger age groups . ~lothers of the younger age group were evenly 
divided in the matter of using force with their children. Thirteen 
mothers of th e older age group believed in the use of force. 
Th e main fa ctor in deciding to put the pres sure upon the child to 
look after himself at this age group is the mother's own desire to be 
free from thes e chores herself. Self help is enforced to train female 
children mainly in the task of helping their mother take care of their 
brothers. 
The subject of socia l tasks in Table 13 gives a t otally different 
picture of the chi ldren. All the girls go shopping for themse lves and 
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their mothers, while 22 boys only do so. The stores are nearby and 
people know each other in such a close-knit community. The child who 
does not go shopping was described to be either very young, or because 
his sib lings did the shopping instead. There was a slight difference 
between the two age groups. Taking messages to neighbors is another 
task "naturally performed" by the children of all ages. Only 5 of this 
sample did not do it for reasons of shyness or their inability to express 
themse l ves coherently . There was some difference between the age groups. 
In both tasks, the older the child was the more apt he would be to do 
th e socia l tasks required. 
Table 13: Social tasks performed by the child. 
Older Younger 
Girls Boys Children Children Total 
Child goes to nearby shops on 
hi s own 16 22 21 17 38 
Child does not do the task 0 2 2 
Child takes messages for mother 14 21 20 15 
Child does not do the task 3 3 
Refugee children spend more time on the street than at home. The 
alleys make up their natural and free playyard and become their social 
school . Children rarely play alone; they mostly do so with age-group 
divisions. Therefore, shopping or message taking is not an issue with 
them. Rather it is a combination of their mother's need and a cause of 
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their satisfaction. She does not have to interrupt her work to do either, 
and the child gets a reward for doing both tasks. 
Mothers like their chi ldren to play outside so as not to be "under 
their feet" all the time and in order to be able to finish their chores 
in time. This allows them to be away from their children's nagging and 
demands, and saves them from the possibility of having the home messed 
up and some object they value breaking. Twenty-one mothers said that 
their child cou ld play from one hour up to all day long in the street 
without them getting worried about him, as long as he played in the same 
street with chi ldren of his age where he cou ld be seen or easily called . 
Table 14 takes this further and specifies the time and the condition that 
the children themselves choose when playing outside. The int<.>resting 
fact apparent in the Table is that six girls , five of which are of the 
younger age group , are not allowed by their mothers to p l ay in the street 
at all. Only two boys are in the same position. It is that mothers have 
stronger fear for their daughter' s safety than for their son ' s. If the 
sample size was larger, this would become even more apparent. Contrasted 
to that number is the other six girls who play al l the time outside the 
home accompanied by other chi ldren. 
Table 14. The condition of the children's playing outside. 
Older Younger 
_________________ .ccG.::i=.rls Bo~!_dr_e_!l_C~h_!:_l~r~ota~ 
All the time, with other children 
Most of the time, with other 
children 
Sometimes with other children 
Rarely alone 
Not allowed at al l 
6 12 
7 
0 
6 
11 
6 
0 
3 
7 
5 
18 
9 
l 
8 
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Playing outside the home is considered by the mothers to be a 
natural phenomenon resulting from the process of growing up. This is 
part of the independent behavior the child is supposed to acquire, and 
could be the result of the outgrowth of the mother's inclination to 
di rect their attent ion on their infant s and expect their older children 
to care for the younger ones. TI1e mothers were also asked if they be-
lieved their child in his age needed to be protected. As seen in Table 
15, the answers leaned heavily on the term "All the time." The reasons 
given were the r esu lt of the uncontrollable environment. Street ac-
cidents due to reckless drivers, sharp glass or metal objects thrown 
among the garbage, stray animals which may hurt were the mothers' major 
concern. They indicated in Tabl e 15 also that the younger age group 
needed more protection than the older age group, and that boys were to 
be more observed than girl s at this age. The l atter part was explained 
by the matter of fact belief that boys were more aggressive and adven-
turous. If l eft on their own without watching, they could easi l y fall 
into trouble because they would dare to go further from home, or search 
the garbage pile and so forth. Boys could "create" their own trouble, 
as compared to timid girls who would be "led" into trouble . 
Table 15 . The need to protect th e child at this age. 
Older Younger 
Girls Boys Children Children Total 
Yes, all the time 
Yes, sometimes 
';o need 
8 
6 
2 
13 
9 
2 
10 
10 
2 
ll 
5 
2 
21 
15 
4 
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Mothers were also concerned with home accidents as a hazard for 
their child's safety. The pot s of boiling food, the cooking primus, t he 
boiling water containers for th e laundry and the kerosene bottles are the 
mo st dan gerou s sources of troubl e. They result in the child's burning 
and death if not paid attention to. Outside the home older boys can be 
a source of trouble at the child's age . A child needs to be away from 
th em, among hi s group, and hopefully not attract their attention by hold-
ing to an object of their need. Mothers hinted that older boys could be 
th e source of some sexual aggression, though they never explicitly said 
so. Therefore, i t seems as if mothers would be torn in between keeping 
the child at home under their noses and accept the mess and noi se he 
makes, or force him into a corner and keep him th ere , or allow him t o 
th e street so they would be abl e to do their work in peace and yet worry 
about his safety. From their answers they seem to choose the second 
option hoping that their child will soon grow up and learn to take care 
of himself. 
A r egul ar chor e handled and mastered by the child at th is age builds 
in him some independence. Such a question was posed to the mothers. 
Twenty-nine of them answered that they gave their child some work to do, 
but neither r egularly nor of gr ea t importance . Mostly, chi ldren of this 
age fetch things and run errand s for their parents. Th e mothers indicat-
ed that th e chi ldren were capable of doing these simp le chores. Actuall y 
the older group of children were described to he lp their mothers more 
than the younger age group who mainly fetch things. The ch ild from the 
older group of both sexes helps clean the hous e ; he or she rinses dishes 
and washes clothes, put the home in order, se t the table and takes care 
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of his baby brother or sister. One boy even helps his mother with 
cleaning the vegetables for cooking. Mothers have indicated that the 
older their child is the l ess work they'll have to do for him or her. 
Table 16 is about the mothers attitude to their child's growth. 
Th ey were asked if they wanted their child to grow up as slowly as he 
is doing, faster than that, or remain young for some more time . "To 
grow up faster" was the most common desire. Their reasons varied be-
tween doing less work for the child and him becoming of more help for 
his mother. Those who chose the normal speed of growth treated the mat-
ter religiously, calling it "God's power and creation." None said their 
child should remain his or her age a little bit longer. They either had 
a younger child than him or would be expecting one soon. 
Table 16. Mothers ' attitude to child ' s rate of growth. 
Older Younger 
Girls Boys Children Children Total 
To grow up faster 
To grow up as normal as he is 
To remain younger " I i ttle longer 
14 
2 
0 
16 
8 
0 
16 
6 
0 
14 
4 
0 
Table 16 also shows th e mothers ' stronger need for their girls to 
grow up faster . Again the sex difference is a result of the female's 
30 
10 
0 
help with their home chores, and the rearing of the siblings. With boys 
one does not tempt fate or bad luck; therefore, eight mothers would want 
them to grow up as slowly as they are doing. 
Although the mothers expect to serve their children at this age, 
with th eir phys ical needs, the boys and younger age groups expres s more 
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physical dependency than the girls and older age group. The mothers on 
the whole do not do any active training with the child in order that he 
or she learn to help himself more. Children learn to do this mostly 
indirectly, by imitation. The mothers on the whole were satisfied with 
their children' s performance. Socially the children showed signs of 
more independence, with the girls and older age groups slightly more in-
dependent. 
Boys and older age groups play outside their home all the time, in-
dicating their freedom this way. The investigator suspect s that mothers 
fear for the younger age group ' s and the girls' safety would make them 
more protective toward them. The mothers, on the other hand, expressed 
greater concern for their boys' safety and need for protection because 
this group expressed its fearle ssness and aggression more openly. The 
investigator also suspects that the mothers could control the girls and 
younger age group more by forcing them to stty i n the house or near it, 
while the boys and older group children would tend to revolt against the 
mother's admonitions and have their way outside the home. Again, it was 
the girls group that was needed to grow fastlr quicker, to share in the 
responsibility of the house chores and because they could be more easily 
controlled . 
Dependency . It is hard at this age to draw a dividing line between 
the attention demands of the child, such as his need for love and secur-
ity, through direct physical contact. Ther , fore, among Palestinian-
in-camp children the investigator sought to know to what extent children, 
between the age of three years and six months and four years and six 
months, arc still picked up and cuddled, and how mothers feel about thi s 
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aspect of expression. It appears that the mothers were at the crucial 
time of "emotional weaning" with their children. Some mothers still 
described their child as being "just a baby in need of loving and cud-
dling." Others resented thi s, saying firmly, "They are old now for this 
sort of thing. It is shameful and wrong to do it." When the child ex-
pressed a great need for physical demonstration, which was considered to 
be extreme by the mothers, they were divided in their reactions. Table 
17 combi nes th e total amount of irr itation and/or anger mothers felt 
when their child expressed any "excessive" emotional dependency needs . 
This Table is the result of several answer s on the dependency questions. 
It does not tell the cause of th e mother' s reaction . This varied: 
a group of them mentioned their child's clinging without describing the 
amount ; the pulling of the skirt wa s extremely abhorred by one group; 
another could not stand the child's need to si t in hi s mother's lap or 
his demand to be carried . And yet these same reasons were treated as 
normal and acceptable needs by other mothers . 
As Table 17 indicate s, mothers of boys ~;ere more or les s divided 
between expressing a great deal of irritation and/or punitiveness in the 
first two categories and accepting their dependency as normal in the last 
category . Mothers of girls were definitely more punitive towards their 
daughters ' needs of dependency. 
One aspect of dependency is exemplified in clinging, as Table 18 
indicates. T~;enty-four mothers were normally unresponsive to their 
child when he or she expressed the need for clinging. The mothers of 
boys, and older children, were even more unresponsive. A child of four 
whether boy or girl, with more emphasis on the male sex, is not encouraged 
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Table 17. Mothers' l'unitiveness towards del'endencl'· 
Older Younger 
Girls Boys Children Children Total 
Considerably irritated and/or 
punitive 7 4 6 11 
Often irritated and/or 
punitive 2 5 5 7 
Some irritation and/or punish-
ment 3 3 5 
Rarely irritated and/or punitive 3 2 4 
No irritation and/or punish-
ment 3 10 6 13 
Table 18. Mothers' reaction to clinging. 
Older Younger 
Girls Boys Children Children Total 
Most ly responsive 3 5 3 5 8 
Occasionally r esponsive 4 3 2 5 
Responsive if pushed 3 
Normally unresponsive 8 16 15 9 24 
to c ling to his mother's skirts. Culturally it is explained in two ways. 
One, indicates that the child is too attached to his mother which is a 
concern to her that he was not hardened enough to be a man. The other 
is that the action of pulling the skirt may shame the mother herself, if 
part of her legs were exposed as a result. It is interesting to note 
that this reaction is not equally applied in the same way for girls. 
They are of the "weaker" sex, who cou ld be allowed a little more to ex-
press shyness and/or fear by clinging to their mother's skirt. 
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Although there was some indication in Tab l e 18 that the mothers were 
concerned that dependency in their male child and older-age-group child 
would make him unprepared for life, their major concern expressed was 
the difficulty created when the child was underfoot, and the fact that 
they were too busy to give him more attention. Their attitudes on 
dependency, on the whole, seemed to be related to whether the child's 
needs created an inconvenience to the moth er, rather than to whether 
the child was learning t o get along without maternal assistance. As 
a re sult, in Table 19 thirty-three mothers were normally unresponsive 
to their child's needs for attention demands when they were busy with 
their house chores. They couldn't help it. The mothers who indicated 
their responsiveness added that their child knows better than to come 
to them when busy; but, if he did so, this meant his need was of 
urgency. Therefore, they would fulfi ll hi s or her wishes. Punishment 
and irritation were most obvious in answers on this question . Again, 
it is of interest to observe that 4 out of 5 children whose mothers 
were responsive, even when busy, were girls. The females would not ap-
proach their mothers except in great need, it was remarked, and there-
fore they were to be "pitied." 
Table 19. When busy, mothers' reaction to attention demands . 
Older Younger 
Girls Boys Children Children Total 
Mostly responsive 
Occasionall y responsive 
Responsive if pushed 
Normally unresponsive 
4 
0 
0 
12 
1 
0 
4 
19 
3 
0 
3 
16 
2 
0 
1 
15 
5 
0 
4 
31 
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Sears et al. (1961) found a correlation between dependency and 
the separation of the child from his mother. In our sample, thirty 
mothers were never separated from their children; the rest were sepa-
rated for one time and less than a week. 
Dependency and its correlates was another issue of discussion. 
The actual amount of dependency the chi ld has expressed both in the 
present and past, and his reaction to his mother leaving him behind 
when she went out, were th e content of three direct questions. 
Normally, a child is s till expected to seek his mother' s atten-
tion at this age. She has been and is still of utmost importance to 
him as the main source of his emotiona l security. Table 20 analyzes 
the amount of attention the children in the sample express, according 
to their mother ' s descriptions . Th e younger-age group children seem to 
demand the most attention from their mothers at this age. They are 
followed by the boys' group, and then the girls' . The girls' group is 
also shown in the Tab l e to have the heaviest number not seeking any 
attention. How much of this is instinctive and how much of it is 
nurtured was not discussed. Nevertheless, Table 20 does show a clear 
di stinction between both sexes and age groups, which marks a cultural 
difference. 
Table 20. Amount of attent ion the child is seek~i=n==·====~========~===== 
Older Younger 
Girls Boys Children Children Total 
Child is seeking a great deal 
of attent ion 4 10 4 10 14 
Chi ld i s seeking some attention 2 5 5 2 7 
Child is seeking little attention 3 5 6 2 8 
Child is seeking practically no 
attention 7 4 11 
-------
----
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When questioned about the past, mothers of twenty-eight children 
described their child as going through a stage of clinging and atten-
tion seeking, all the time. Six children were pictured as earlier show-
ing these signs , but never afterwards; and six others have never shown 
any such signs. It was again noted with interest that four girls were 
among the six children who never showed any such signs, according to 
their mothers. Again, it would be very informative to know whether 
this number was by chance, as instinctive, or as a result of some 
earlier mother-child indirect training. 
Table 21 describes the amount of clinging in the present that is 
done by the children . It indicates that the number of younger age children 
still clinging most considerabl y around their mother, is contrasted to 
the number of older age children who do not cl in g at a ll. Again, boys 
expressed a slight l y greater need to cling to th ei r mothers than girls, 
although in Table 18 it was noted that boys were made discouraged 
from doing so . In describing how much clinging their child still does 
mothers also expressed a high percentage of punitiveness. Those who were 
opposed to clinging called it revoltingly "fly sticking". Most of them 
would not tolerate it often. A younger child and a female would be 
allowed with reservation to do so, but not for long. 
Table 21. Amount of cli~i~ in the..E_resent the child does. 
Older Younger 
Girls Boys Children Children Total 
Child clings considerably 
Child clings sometimes 
Chi ld clings slightly 
Child does not cling 
6 
0 
3 
7 
9 
0 
3 
12 
5 
0 
4 
13 
10 
0 
2 
6 
15 
0 
6 
19 
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Table 22 , although in theory belonging to the group describing 
dependency, actually goes one step beyond it. The separation from the 
mother seems more accepted by their c hildren in the sample analyzed as 
a natural happening. The reasons given were that before the mothers 
left their children 40 percent of them did promise them, or actually 
gave them, a "sweet" as a bribe; 22.5 percent were sent to relat ives or 
neighbors, which also meant being rewarded: playing with the children, 
and being offered sweets. Twenty-six percent of the mothers threatened, 
or punished, their children if they s howed any signs of objection; and 
another 20 percent were tota lly unresponsive to them. This meant that 
no matter what the child did, his mother did not care, making it use-
less for him to do any objecting. The interesting results were that 
22.5 percent of the mothers could not bear to see their children ' s 
tears, and actually took them with them, while only 7 . 5 percent r easoned 
and explained things to their child. 
Tab le 22 a lso indicates that girls and older group children tended 
to object less when their mothers left th em behind than boys and younger 
children. 
Table 22. Child's reaction to his mother's leaving him behind. 
Child always objects 
Child occasionally objects 
Child docs not object 
Problem does not arise 
Older Younger 
Girls Boys Children Children Total 
1 
4 
11 
0 
8 
4 
11 
3 
3 
16 
0 
6 
5 
6 
9 
8 
22 
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Further study would really uncover the underlying emotional reasons, 
the elements in the mother's makeup as well as their child's makeup that 
are either universa l or particularly cu ltura l in this aspect of dependen-
cy. From the previous tables and exp l anations, several issues seem 
c l ear. There seems to be a difference in the behavior of the child in 
relation to his or her sex. In dependency, mal es and younger children 
expressed a greater need to seek their mother ' s attention. The younger 
age group children show signs of clinging more than the rest . Mothers 
were more punitive to their daughters and older group children than to 
their sons and younger group children . Yet specifically, in relation to 
clinging, girls and younger group children were more tol erat ed than the 
two other groups. On the whole, there i s a tendency for the gir l s to be 
emotiona lly independent from their moth er s , older-age group of both sex-
es are encouraged the same way. Both groups are expected to show such 
signs as an indication of their growth, and t he roles they will be ex-
pected to play in helping their parents. 
Aggression. The question on the expressions of aggression among 
the camp dea l t spec ifically with the expression of aggression toward the 
parents with emphasis on the mother, and aggression toward other child-
ren; what the chi ldren were allowed and prohibited to do and how. 
The issue of parental aggression was given exp lanations, to mak e 
the behavior seem fairly normal. In spite of its phrasing, twenty-ei ght 
mothers stated that no child should be allowed at all t o aggress toward 
his parents . This was a normal idea listic response among a group of 
people that revered its parents and th e status they acquire by parent-
hood. lneir mother's reasoning was that if the children got used to 
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this at their age, they \o!i II ~r01 1 up bcin,g disrespectful and always ag-
gress toward their parents. Table 23 also indicated that the girls were 
of the most prohibited group; they were followed by the ol der age group 
children. Only three mothers were compl etel y permissive with such 
behavior ; th ese were mothers of male s of th e younger age group. 
Table 23. Permissiveness for aggression toward parents . 
Older Youn ger 
Gir ls Boys Children Children Total 
Not a t al l permissive 14 14 16 12 28 
S light l y permissive 1 1 1 2 
Mode r a t e ly perrnissi ve 1 3 4 0 4 
Complete l y permissive 0 3 0 3 3 
It depends on the mother's mood 0 3 3 
More revea ling were the statements on how they would re spond which 
appear i n Tabl e 24. This Table indicates that 16 mothers said they 
would "b ea t hard" (spank, slap, hit, et c.) a child who did th is . Seven 
mothers s aid they would "kick the child away," telling him, "I'm not 
your mother any more." Five mothers would scold and threaten with the 
use of physical punishment or th e denial of any material reward the child 
wanted . Three mothers would explain and r eason with their child, and 
four oth er s would use no punishment becau se children of this age were 
considered " ignorant" and needed lot s of exp l anat ion and tolerance. 
Although the verbalization of the mother's reaction toward parental 
agg r ession weighed heav ier on th e punitive aspect than the l ack of it, 
some actua l cases happened during the interview which proved otherwise. 
The same mothers who threatened to punish strongly did nothing t hen. 
This could be exp lained in two ways . Th e mother may have refrained from 
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punishing her chi ld as a sign of respect to t he investigator, or as 
her normn I way of not following through. The investigator 
suspects t hat elements of both may be the r eason of the case . Wh atever 
it was, the parenta l aggression issue is sensitive even though in 
practicality it could be tolerated . Admitting so would be the problem . 
Keeping face ~<ith the outside world is an important issue. A mother 
would r ather lie and say she'd kill her child for doing so, which is 
an exaggeration, than admit that she is lenient or "weak" in front of 
s trangers . Moreover, even if the mother verbalizes one way and acts 
another, she s t i 11 expects her children to ignore her actions and ab ide 
by her words. Such issues are not mentioned or discussed. Th eor eti cal -
l y, abus ing one's parent is not accep t ed at al l. The religious ad-
monitions are strong and strictly adhered to. 
Table 24 . Punishment for aggression toward parents. 
Older Younger 
Girls Boys Children Children Total 
Severe punishment,"beati ng hard" 10 6 11 5 16 
Considerab l e punishment, 
"shunning•• 3 4 4 3 7 
Moderate pun ishment, "s colding 
and threatening" 0 5 3 2 5 
Mild punishment, exp lain strongly 0 3 1 2 3 
No punishment 1 4 2 2 4 
Issue doe s not rise 2 1 0 3 3 
The inves t igator has categorized "beating hard" as sever e punish .. 
ment, and " shunni ng" as only con s iderable punishment because this was 
the mother's view of them . 
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Three mothers stated that this problem did not arise in their home. 
It is of value to note that the cases belong to chi ldren of the younger 
age group with emphasis on the gir l s. 
Aggression towards children in the neighborhood was also exp lored 
and expressed in Tables 25, 26, and 27. 
Table 25 analyzes permissiveness for aggression by mothers, and 
shows that the ma jority of them, twenty-seven in all, did not allow 
their child to start a fight with other children or be brutal and ag-
grcssive about it. Children's quarrels l ead in the camp to adult quar-
rels, which break the "being neighbor ly" laws. Mothers of girls were 
more non-permi ssive than mothers of boys and mothers of the younger age 
child were far more permissive than the older age chi ld. They reasoned 
that the younger the child the more beaten and hurt he'll be if he 
entered a fight. 
Table 25. Permissiveness for aggre ssion toward other children. 
Older Younger 
Girls Boys Children Children Total 
Not at all permissive 
Moderately permissive 
Entirely permissive 
11 
4 
16 
7 
12 
8 
15 
3 
0 
27 
11 
2 
Even in se lf-defence, aggression on other children was not totally 
condoned. Table 26 shows eight mothers t o be against all fighting even 
as a form of self-defence. They said, "I would rather they are beaten, 
and hurt, than have a quarrel with my neighbor, even if they hit their 
neighbor' s child in self-defence." Int er esti ngl y these mothers valued 
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the peace atmosphere of the camp more than their child's fulfillment. 
They wer e suspected to be poorer, or weaker, and not able to fight back 
the neighbors. Their men could also be so aggressive that th ey feared 
a crisis happening if they interfered in their child's fight. 
Moderate demand for aggression as self-defence was more outstand-
ing in Table 26. The mothers of girls especially expressed their demand 
for their daughters to defend themselves more and not allow other child-
ren to use them. The same case exists with the older age group of 
children. These wanted their children t o defend themselves always. 
The mothers who wanted no fightin g whatsoever were strongest with their 
daughters believing that they would get more hurt out of a fight. 
Table 26. Level of demand for aggression as self-defence. 
Older Younger 
Girls Boys Children Children Total 
None, whatsoever 4 4 4 4 8 
No demand, no discouragement 1 1 1 1 2 
Slight demand l 3 l 3 4 
~todera t e demand 5 9 8 6 14 
High demand 5 7 8 4 12 
It is also interesting to know that although low aggression contact 
among neighbors is aimed at, it was not always possible to go through 
with it when the mother's own child was hurt. Table 27 discusses this 
in detail. Eighteen mothers make an issue out of it. This means re-
taliation in one form or another. The mother may stand near her door 
and send her child to hit back the aggressor. She may also send her 
older children if she knows the aggr essor to be older or stronger. Some 
mothers take their child to the neighbor and ask her to punish her 
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aggressive child in front of her own beaten o . Neighbors may either 
follow this accepted rule of punishing the aggr essor, or taking their 
child' s side and refuse to do so . This, if done, makes the i ssue bi g-
ger because it involves the mothers then. It would even become larger, 
if it involves the fathers. Therefore, the matters more often end by 
the mother punishing her own child for starting a fight if she wants to 
keep relations with her neighbors . A few mothers, five in number, pun-
ish their own child, even if he is wronged, rather than accept the 
fact that he was in a fight. Thes e believe that punishment of th eir 
child would teach him to evade quarrels with other children; and if he 
quarrelled, he would not dare bring the matter to her. 
In all cases described in Table 27, little training is attempted and 
much contro l is exercised. Five mothers employ reasoning and discussion 
with their child and a total of twenty-five percent of all mothers check 
into the causes of the quarrel before they do something about it. 
There seems to be not much difference in the ca t egories, but a 
coup l e of factors may seem significant . Again a higher number of mothers 
pun ish th ei r daughters more than their sons especially if they are of the 
older group childr en, whoever started the fight. A younger age group 
child will eli ci t more reasoning from his mother than any other group. 
This group sample does not permit manifes t ations of children's 
aggressions as might have expected, being a group that "breeds and bri ngs" 
to the world guerilla groups. Children's expre ssions of aggres sion are 
tolerated, because they cause someone to get hurt. They may lead to 
adult quarrels and unneighborly feelings. Many mothers verbalized this 
by simply telling the investigator, "I t ell them, play like brothers," 
or ''He' s your brother, son ." 
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Tabl e 27. Mother's response to her child's · ~· wg and complaining 
of another child . 
Older Younger 
Girls Boys Children Children Total 
"Takes an issue" - actively 7 11 11 7 18 
"Passive-distant" interference 1 2 0 2 
Comforts the child physically 2 ~ 3 2 5 
Interrogates and punishes own 
child 3 3 2 5 
Ignores or belittles matter of 
quarrel 0 2 2 0 2 
Reasons and discusses matter 2 3 1 4 5 
Issue does not occur 0 l 0 1 l 
Asks own child to keep away. 1 l 0 2 2 
Aggression to parents is not tolerated and verbalized against with 
vehemence, maybe more than practiced. The girls ' mothers are more 
non-permissive in thi s aspect than any other group. Again the girls' 
mothers would beat their daughters more them any other group. The per-
centage of mothers who said they would not punish their child for s uch 
action leaned heavier on the boy s . The various categories are more even-
ly divided among the boys' group and followed by the younger age group 
than any other Self-defence against other children is a more tolerated, 
accepted and encouraged expression than any of the other categories. If 
it could be helped, children are on the whole di scouraged from aggres-
sion. 
Techniques of control. The refugee mothers, according to their 
assertions, expect their chi ldren to measure up to somewhat rigid stan-
dards of conformity. How they go about achieving this is the issue of 
thi s aspect of ana lysis. Techniques of training were first inquired 
into. lhese c lassify what mothers used as a t raining device ~<hen their 
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children refused to do their own physical task when told to do so . 
Twenty-two mothers said they used no force with their children when 
they did not do as told; the mothers did the task themselves. Twelve 
mothers admitted to the use of force, by forcing the child to either 
imitate them or his own brother or sister. Only two mothers tried to 
use persuasion and explanation. Table 28 gives more specific answers 
of the mother's reactions when asked what they did when their child 
showed stubbornness in doing a task required of him. Most mothers used 
physical punishment as the most effective way of control. Sixteen 
others said that there was no need to use any kind of force. Their 
chi ldren either gave no occasion for punishment or were too afraid to 
digress from the known rules . On the whol e, twenty-three mothers 
advocated the use of some form of force on such an occasion. "Cunning 
persuasion" is a term used in Table 28 to mean that the mother would 
verbally lure her chi ld into doing the task . 
Table 28. Mothers' reaction to their child's stubbornness to perform 
a task required of him. 
Older Younger 
Girls Boys Children Children Total 
Cunning persuasion 2 2 3 
Shaming and verbal insults 
Threat to use physical punishment 4 3 5 7 
Usc of physical punishment 8 11 11 8 19 
Physica 1 punishment followed 
by explanation 0 0 
No need for force 5 11 9 16 
Not ascertain 0 0 
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In considering kinds of positive reinforcers as used by mothers 
to control the behavior of their child, they were asked what they said, 
or did, when the child behaved well. None of the mothers described 
what emphasis they placed on reward as a training device, nor did they 
admit to its conscious us e, which leads the investigator to conclude 
that it was less used in comparison with punishment. 
Table 29 lists the types of reward as specified by the mothers. 
Verbal endearment rates high with the mothers. Following it is the use 
of material rewards. Again, the rewards described were largely of a 
spontaneous type. The mothers seemed not to systematically reward good 
behavior, as such. All depended on how busy or free they were, the mood 
they were in, and whether they had something to give or not. "Comparing 
their child favorably to hi s sib lings" is one type of reward that de-
serves more discussion. It is like a two-edged knife in practice, and 
is used simultaneously as a reward and punishment. It works this way: 
llte mother would tell her child in front of his siblings, "You're very 
good. You're better than all your brothers." Then she may turn to the 
other children and say, "See what he's done? He' s your 'master' in 
qualities, your 'prince' in virtues, etc. Why can 't you be like him?" 
This is one example, and a mild one as such. One mother simply told the 
investigator that she rewards her son by "insulting and beating his 
brother in front of him." When asked if his brother did anything wrong, 
she answered promptly , "Not necessarily." 
Table 29 also indicat es that boys and older age group children are 
rewarded most by endearment then by favorable comparison with siblings. 
Girls and the younger age group children on the other hand are rewarded 
by endearment firs t, and second, by material rewards. 
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Table 29. Categories of reward as tlEes of control sEecified by mothers. 
Older Younger 
Girls Boys Children Children Total 
Praise of child ''endearment'' 12 20 17 15 32 
Material reward 9 10 10 9 19 
Comparing child favorably to 
siblings 7 11 11 18 
Promise of material reward 8 8 9 6 16 
Praise of action 4 4 5 3 8 
To probe punishment type s of control as used most by mothers, the 
investigator asked the mothers what they said and did when their child 
acted with intentional disobedience. The answers were recorded in Table 
30. None said they would reason with, discuss, or explain to their 
children what he had done. They al l elaborated on the types of punish-
ment they used and how effective each was. Two mothers, who used some 
form of punishment on their child, did not do so in front of their mother-
in-law. One reason was their respect for their mother-in -law, for she is 
of an older age group and of a higher authority than them. If she s aw 
fit she would punish the child herself. Punishing her son in front of 
her mother-in-law may mean that as a daughter-in-law she was trying to 
assert her authori ty over her mother-in-Jaw. Another reason, also of 
cultural origin, deals with the namesake. The particular children in th e 
two cases were the first born of the oldest child . As a result they have 
their paternal grandfather's first name. Any insult or punishment they 
receive, the name of their grandfather or grandmother is automatical-
ly insulted with his image. Therefore, while grandparents arc within 
hearing their grandson is not punished. Both forms of abstination are 
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s igns of respect which are more important to the family than training 
a child or disciplining him. 
Twenty-five mothers used beating as the most effective means of 
punishment with their child. It was again of a spontaneous nature , 
as with the rest of the t ypes. Cursing a chi l d is ano th er form of a 
religious connotation to the Arab mothers. Since their s t atus is 
religious, the parents' blessing and cursing takes such an image. Tales 
and folklore stories describe in detail how parents' blessings and wrath 
affected the lives of their children. Nowadays in the modern age, bless-
ing or cursing occurs unnoticed, as such, in everyday language. Only 
when used by the parents does it become more effective and powerful. 
Nearly all the mothers who used it were apologetic to the investigator 
and hastily exclaimed t hat th ey did not really mean to curse t heir child. 
Therefore, often after doing it, t hey would quickly address heaven by 
saying that they did not mean it, as if this breaks the spell. '!ore often 
th ey said that it was part of their language and meant nothing much. 
"Shaming" is the other edge of the knife previously discussed in 
reward behavior. The child in this aspect is degraded as a laughing 
stock of his s iblings. 
Guilt building implies withholding of love. The mother cries or 
pretends to cry as a sign of being hurt, resulting from her child's dis-
obedience. She may verbalize it by saying, "You killed me," or, "You 
hurt me, I'm now ill because of you." She may lie down, and not say 
anything, but in this posture injury or death is implied. The child be-
comes fearful and guilty and usually begs forgiveness quickly t:hereafter. 
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Table 30. Categories of punishment as types of control specified 
b mothers. 
Older Younger 
Girls Boys Children Children Total 
Beating 9 16 14 11 25 
Scolding 9 10 11 8 19 
Threatening 10 9 13 6 19 
Cursing 3 12 6 9 15 
Withholding affection or love 3 12 5 10 15 
Shaming 7 3 6 9 
Guilt buildings 3 3 
No punishment (in front of 
mother-in-law) 0 2 0 2 
Table 30 indicates that mothers usc beating with boys, older and 
younger age groups most. Threatening seems to be more effective with 
girls. The withholding of affection and love is used with younger age 
group most followed by boys . 
Mother's conversation implied that punishment as a general pattern 
was more often used. As mentioned earlier , mothers were more punitive 
when aggression was aga inst a parent than against another child, al-
though it was mostly used when children disobeyed their mothers. Punish-
ment is divided into corporal versus verba l kinds. It is not established 
which has the most emphasis in the camps. Each punishment was inves-
tigated by itself; therefore were not to be compared together. 
Table 31 categorizes the kinds of verbal punishments used. Cursing seems 
the most commonly used followed by sham ing and ridiculing. The younger 
age group children were mostly threatened with physical punishment to 
scare them to compliance. 
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Table 3 1. Categories of verbal eunishment as s12eci fied bz- mothers. 
Older Younger 
Girls Boys Chi ldren Children Total 
Cursing 9 12 14 21 
Shaming and ridiculing 8 12 14 20 
Threatening with physical 
puni shment 7 6 8 14 
Threatening with deprivation 
of l ove 5 6 6 12 
Threatening wi th fath er figure 3 3 3 3 6 
Threatening with isolation 4 0 5 5 
Threatening with withholding 
of favors 3 5 
Being of authoritative nature , the Palest ini an mother in the camp 
use s rigid and numerous techniques of control with her children. In 
spite of that, the mothers' apparent i nability to follow through es-
pecially with th ei r sons, was obvious to the i nvestigator. The moth ers 
used dail y verbal and physical means of punishment most of all. They 
declared that they beat by hand, using a stick or a belt, wh atever t he 
case ma y be. Being verbal as a group, they used a ll forms of insult and 
cursi ng in front of the investigator as part of their punishment for 
their chi ldren. 
Their daughters were punished more r egularly and systematically be-
cause they were most of the time in the home. The boys were punished 
harder but un systemati cally. The mothers expressed the fact that their 
sons tended to run away for a time until th e mothers cool ed down. They 
also expressed that they would beat the boys hard er for a di sobedience. 
Gi rl s would be more threatened. Yet it was girls who were be aten more 
when th ey refused to perform a tas k required of them. 
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When rewarded the younger age group child was praised with endear-
ment words most. It was the boy and the older group child who were com-
pared favorably to their siblings as a way of elevating them. On the 
whole, punishment weighs far more heavily in the techniques of control 
than the reward, al though how much heavier was not tabulated. 
Sex-role training. The investigator inquired in this area about 
sex role differences in training, sex roles as seen from angles of 
discipline, of identification, and ideal character. 
Mothers were asked about the differences in the way they reared 
boys and girls. Their answers varied. Some could not explain how 
similar or different. Others treated the subject as one of justice, and 
denied any differences. Therefore, the investigator demanded more ex-
ampl es which permit t ed their answers to be taken as a whole instead of 
accepting their first statements-- literally as they were. The examples, 
the elaborations, and the mother's feelings made up the categories in 
Table 32. Two categories stood out, although opposite to each other. 
The first was that the children are treated equal to each other as long 
as they are children. When they reach puberty, differentiation in 
treatment occurs. The second is that there are differences all the way 
which makes them treated differently. The investigator believes that 
the first category is a conscious effort of the mothers in trying to be 
just with both sexes of their children. Whether some mothers succeeded, 
and how much, was not asked. There is enough reason from various other 
answers in other areas spread out in the interview to prove that females 
and males are not treated the same way by their mother even at this age. 
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There is a l so an i ndication that difference in treatment starts earl ier 
than the age of three years and s : months. It may not be fair or ac-
curate to assume without data to b<ck this theory up, but the feelings 
of wonder, happiness and sense of accomplishment, success and achieve-
ment hat were allowed to come through when the two male births took 
place need to be further investigated . There were enough indications 
by themselves in the male-oriented societ y that boys are treated dif-
ferently than gir ls among the refugee population at least, starting 
ear lier than the age of three years and six months. 
In analyzing the answer s in Table 32 as general categories, the 
investigator found them to Jean heavily on the difference aspect. There-
fore, they are taken as generally truthful. 
Table 32. Sex differences among mal e and fema l e children in th e 
process of child rearing. 
Older Younger 
Girls Boys Children Children Total 
Both are treated the same, 
all of the time 0 0 
~Are is some difference 2 2 
They are treated the same, 
at this age only 10 7 13 4 17 
Both are altogether different 4 12 11 16 
Not ascerta i n 0 2 2 
It is also of interest to note that mothers of boys and younger 
age group children stated that the two sexes were altogether different. 
Mothers of girls, and older age children, treated them as being the same 
now and different later. 
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Table 33 dealt with the question which asked indirectly about 
sex-role patterning at this age. It revealed that the boys had some 
tendency to behave better with the parent of the same sex. This 
was more apparent among the boys than the girls. The re su lts may be 
mi sleading for a number of reasons. The father figure is that of 
authority and power; therefore whether for the sake of identification 
or not, he is treated with respect and awe. Moth ers also tend to 
verbalize at least for the sake of appearances if not as a fact that 
their husbands are more powerful figures. In Table 33 there a l so seems 
to be e l ements of truth in the figures portraying the girls balancing 
their treatment with both parents. The son s would be more afraid of 
the father ' s punishment which they rarely escape. The younger age group 
children are still being managed by the mothers and also need their 
mother's approva l more. 
Table 33 . Who does your chi ld behave better with when both parents 
are a t home? 
Older Younger 
Girls Boys Chi ldren Children Total 
Behaves better with mother 
Behaves better with father 
Behaves equally well with both 
5 
3 
8 
9 
12 
3 
6 
9 
8 
6 
4 
14 
15 
11 
Table 34 looked at the sex role from another angle: the attention 
seeking, or showing off, angle. It is the need for affection-attention 
the chi ld seeks when both parents were around. The results weTe out-
standingly directed towards the mothers. The explanation given was that 
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the chi ldren are more used to her; t hey know that she'll help the child 
with his needs more than th e father. It could a l so be an indication that 
the children simply sti ll need their mothers more. When the father is 
at home the mothers are usually relaxing after the chores being done. 
The child knows that this is the time to approach her without being 
pushed off. Boys and the younger age group children sought their moth-
er's attention most of all . The mothers on the whole did not think 
twice before answering. It was one of the easy questions t o exp lain. 
Table 34. Child seeks attention from parent. 
Older Younger 
Girls Boys Chi ldren Children Total 
Seeks attention from mother more 
Seeks attention from father more 
Seeks at t ent ion equally from both 
11 
2 
3 
21 
2 
18 14 
3 2 
The ideal charac ter of a boy and girl generally fits th e t erms 
32 
3 
obedient and poli t e, for both sexes in th e Arab culture . To ana l yze the 
characteris tics further, mothers were asked what qualities they them-
se lve s had that they l i ked their s on and daughter to take, and imitate, 
and what qualiti es in them th ey wanted their children not to acquire . 
The same quest ion was asked about the father 1 s qualities. The mothers 
chose humbleness and obedience t o be imitated by their daughter s . Cl ever-
ness and obedience were hoped to be acquired by their sons. TI1e father'~ 
c"1aracteristi cs most admired for boys were he lpfulness to peopl e, courage, 
hard wo rk , and truthfulness. Girls were s upposed to take seriousness and 
responsihility in th e home as we l l as helpful ness to peop l e f r om their 
fathers. The negative qualities the mothers did not want to be copies 
by both sexes were being bad tempered and loud mouthed; those of the 
fathers were also to be discarded by both; their bad tempers and their 
use of foul language. 
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Other qualities of ethical and r eligions nature were given as an 
answer to a question of the maternal expectations of their sons' and/or 
daughters' future character. The mothers were explicit. They wanted 
their sons to be upright persons, non-smokers, non-drinkers, non-
gamblers. Their sons were going to shun immoral movies, and friends. 
They will become peace loving, responsible, honest, and truthful; hope-
fully their belief in God and their fear of Him will prevail above all 
the rest. 
The girls on the other hand were expected to adheTe to the respect-
able forms of communication most . These consisted of speaking in a low 
voice, a little at a time, with deference to their elders, and never 
answering back. They will speak only when spoken to, and never with 
strange men, irresponsibly in the s treet. Next they will follow the 
respectable forms of dress and clothing. They are expected to follow the 
worship forms of praye r, fasting, a lmsgiving and go on a pilgrimage. 
These were generalizations and treated as such by the investigator. It 
is not apparent which is more emphasized than the other and how it is 
stressed. The investigator cannot be certain of th~ difference, if there 
is any, between the actual qualities i ngrained, and those being verbaliz-
ed as ingrained. There is a continuous change, though slow, in the 
culture visited . The refugee culture is clinging verball y, at least, 
to the image of tradition. 
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Expect a tions and demands in the home. The previously analyzed 
i t ems were explic it in their emphasis, in expectations and demands, on 
the r equ i r ement for Palestinian refugee children to suppress any ag-
gr e ssive i mpulses they have toward their parents. They are expected to 
be obedient and polite to their parents. Obedience was further taken in 
another question. This time it dealt with promptness, how immediately 
should a child obey his parent's command. Table 35 indicates that the 
answer s wer e divided between the two extremes. These are to be explain-
ed in t erms of group divisions. Mothers of boys followed by those of 
the younger age group did not expect obedience on the whole. Mothers of 
girl s and older group children expected instant obedience more . Again, 
t hes e result s seem consistent with the sex and age role expectation of 
the mothers. 
Tabl e 35 . Ob edience expectancy. 
Older Younger 
Girls Boys Children Children Total 
Mother does not expect obedience 9 3 7 
Moth er expect s some obedience 4 6 5 5 
Moth er expects obedience, depend-
i ng on s ituation 0 0 
Mother expects obedience all the 
time 4 3 
Mother expects instant obedience 7 ll 
The r ules the mothers asked their children to obey explained the 
10 
10 
5 
14 
limits th e children had in their homes . The greatest rule the mothers 
were empha ti c about were about their belongings. Their chi l d should 
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learn to respect them. He should curb his impulse to touch, play with, 
or use any of them for fear of losing or breaking them. The second rule 
dealt with the child ' s personal cleanliness . Soap is costly, water is 
heated the hard way and laundry is one tough chore for the mothers. 
Titc chi l d is dressed in clean clothes which he or she is supposed 
to keep so during the daytime. 
Cleaning the home and tidying it up is another daily hard chore. 
The third rule of importance was not to play anywhere in the home and 
especia lly where mother just cleaned and tidied. The fourth rule is 
not to touch the s t ove, primus or any apparatus that might burn or hurt, 
and especially not taste any matter in the bottles in the kitchen which 
might lead to death. 
Taking all th e previous rules together with the exception of 
cleanliness of self, the child i s driven automatically to the street tu 
obey them. There he ' ll mess his clothes and dirty himself, but this 
~eems the Jesser evil, which he can escape punishment all the day long. 
A picture of non-permissiveness becomes more and more clear with the 
rules in the home. 
Table 36 is about the amount of freedom of movement the child ha s 
in the home. Again this complements the previous l y discussed picture. 
Twenty-five mothers said that the child is assigned one particular place 
to play in, and only for some time, until the mother needs him to help 
her in an errand . Thirteen other mothers allowed their child to play 
anywhere and as long as he wanted. When asked for the reason of the 
freedom, their answers were promptly to the point: "h'hy not? There is 
nothing of value here. Let them enjoy themselves!" This backs th e 
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previous restriction theory that the parents cared for their objects 
of belonging, which were of value to them . Their rules not to touch 
either restrict the children to a limited corner or drives them out 
to the street for some freedom. 
Table 36. Amount of control at home. 
Older Younger 
Girls Boys Children Children Total 
Restricted area, for a restricted 
time 11 14 16 9 25 
Non-restricted area, for a non-
restricted time 4 9 5 8 13 
Restricted area, for a non-
restricted time. 
Further on, the mothers were asked what they expected from their 
family of orientation at this time in their age. The part dealing with 
the children was analyzed. Ten mothers expect ed nothing from their 
children at this age. Twenty-five of them mentioned some help with the 
chores . Three other s specified that their sons could help their fathers 
in his business. Thirty-eight mothers on the whole expected their child 
to be obedient and respectful to his mother. 
In conc lusion, the refugee moth ers would like their child to re-
strict his impulses for freedom while at home. They worry about the 
house chores and are more oriented t o it than to their child's needs. 
Life is hard for them, and therefore they creat e their rules to make it 
easier . They tend to expect their daughters to obey them instantly when 
they cal l them because they depend on their daughters for some help even 
at th is age. They also depend on their older age son to run errands for 
them. 
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Mother-child interaction. Every aspect of mother-child relation-
ship deals with some sort of interaction. The quality ofinteraction de-
pends on the mother's view of herself, of her role, and of her child. The 
child in return can cause his mother to react to him in a certain way 
depending on the way he affects her. It was observed among th e multi-
tude of infant-carrying mothers al l throughout the investigator' s expe-
rience that there is a strong tie between Arab mothers and their infants. 
As a result the investiga tor felt th e need to analyze where these 
mothers stood with their pre-school child in terms of affection and 
demonstration. 
The first question to l ead the way into it dealt with communication, 
how much the child talked to hi s mother, and how expressive he was. The 
moth ers expressed that their ch ildren in this age on the whole are 
verbal. They tended to describe their children ' s conversation in terms 
of what their children needed from them only. ~lost of the mothers agreed 
that when their chi l d was sad or hurting, he'll come to talk about it. 
This might be a description of what the mothers cared to hear most in 
their view of their motherhood. Happiness meant nothing was needed. So 
other unhappy expressions were met by them in order to ease the child's 
pain and fulfil l his needs. 
Table 37 indicates that most of the chi ldren were communicative 
all the time, the boys and the younger age group chi ld most of all. The 
girls less than the rest. The communication described was only when 
the child was in need of his mother's words, action or comfort. 
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Table 37. Amount of communication e~ressed br the child . 
Older Younger 
Girls Boys Children Children Tot al 
All the time 8 15 12 ll 23 
Mos t of the time 3 0 2 
Sometimes 0 4 3 4 
A little 3 3 3 3 6 
Not at all 2 3 4 
An addi tion to the same subject was asked the mother in another 
question ; what did she do when her child was crying for help as hurt in 
the street. Twenty mothers said they would comfort the child verbally 
and physically. Ten others admitted to verbal comforting only. 1ne 
last ten declared that they either punish or threaten to punish their 
child if he cries. They said, "He should be able to take care of him-
self; if not, then he should learn to bear the pain tearlessly." Among 
the first twenty, seven added that they also sometimes gave their child 
a piece of fruit or candy to hush him up. The trend seemed to be that 
boys and older age group children would be more likely punished, or 
verbally comforted. The gi rl s would be more physically and verbally 
rewarded with the younger age chi ldren. Children in this category would 
be also offered the food bribe. 
When asked about whether they encouraged their child to communi-
cate with them, twenty-two were positive, ten said only when not busy 
and the last eight were negative. They said they were "busy, tired 
and fed up with the world." Later on in the interview th e question 
was posed again about communication encouragement when the mothers 
were busy. 
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Table 38 describes the answers. The previous statistics changed 
significantly with twenty-three mothers admitting that when busy they 
are normally unresponsive to the child's talking. "I either ignore his 
chatter and phase it out, or I yell at him to get out," was the major 
explanation. The other was, "When I'm busy, I'm busy and neither 
listen nor hear what he says. I like to finish my work. If on the 
other hand he persists, then I spank him and kick him out." It is 
fascinating to note that boys do not fare as well here as other places. 
It is also interesting to know that the concentration was heavier on the 
girls group with responsive mothers. These mothers simply said that 
their daughters would not approach them without a good reason. There-
fore, if they did, the mothers usually listened and responded. 
Table 38. Mothers' reaction to communication when busy. 
Older Younger 
Girls Boys Children Children Total 
Mostly responsive 
Occasionally responsive 
Responsive if pushed 
Normally unresponsive 
3 
4 
3 
6 
5 
7 
3 
4 
2 
13 10 
In spi te of the mother's majn concern for their housework, they 
4 
9 
4 
23 
are not as careless with the other child's needs as with communication. 
The child's talking was expressed to be, "A child's chatter, usually of 
little importance ." But if that same child rejected in conversation 
asked hi s mother to help him with any task which he can do quite well 
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on his own, hi s mother would most probably help him. In such a ques-
tion, twenty-two mothers were very affirmative. The investigator push-
ed them for an answer which showed tha t they understood their children's 
needs and accepted them accordingly. "I' 11 help," said one, "just 
because he asked me." Another said s imply, "It means she's jealous of 
her brother and wants me to help her like I help him. Of course, I'll 
do it . " "She may want me to show her how, or have some assurance," 
said a third. 
The mothers were further questioned about when, how and why do they 
demonstrate their feelings t o their children . There were differences 
in answers which were categorized into degrees in Tab le 39. The younger 
age group children were shown their mother's mo st open and strongest 
affection. Th e mothers seemed to be far l ess demonstrative with their 
four year olds. This was the time for emotional weaning . The girls 
were about equally divided into t he two gener a l divisions of demonstra-
tivenes s . 
Tabl e 39. Mothers' demonstrativeness toward their childr en. 
~lder Younger 
Girls Boys Children Children Total 
Hi ghly demonstrative 
Fair ly demonstra tive 
Relatively undemonstrative 
Undemonstrative 
3 
3 
5 
7 
3 
10 
4 
3 
9 
8 
10 
3 
4 
To find out if the moth ers had any p l easure relationship with a 
child of this age group, they were asked if they ever shared in their 
12 
6 
13 
9 
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child ' s play for their own amusement and pleasure. They c lustered in a 
negative answer. Play was a child's occupation so l e l y and mothers fo und 
no meani ng or pleasure in it for them. Twenty-seven of them indicated 
that the y never parti cipated in their child' s playing; and thirteen 
others said they did that, but on rare occasions which they barely 
remembered . Besides the lack of meaning play has for mothers, fifteen 
mothers said they had no time, seven others said they had no patience 
fo r it. Seventeen mothers believed that a chi ld should play by himself 
because thi s was the natural way, and he learns to depend on himself 
through it . As described previously, the worlds of adults and child-
ren do not become one except in needs, duties and expectations. Each 
group spends i t s time separately. Children usua lly tell their moth ers 
their immediate needs. They do not talk beyond t hat. Communication 
exists more between siblings, neighbor ' s chi ldren of the same age groups. 
The only adult who seems to be more co mmun icat ive with children i n this 
environment i s the grandmother . She seems to have the time, the pa-
t ience and the interest to please the child. Twenty-four mothers in-
dicated that their children commun icated with their siblings most, 
e l even said it was their grandma wi t h • hom they talked most ·•hen their 
mother s were busy doing the chores . The amount of communication pre-
viously expressed as all the time in Table 37 may eas ily be one-sided 
conversations. 
The chan ging maternal role. A study of child r earing practices is 
u study of different aspect s of the role of the mother, so a bulk of 
th is investiga t ion is a description of the ma t ernal role . One aspect of 
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it has not been treated elsewhere, however: how does the mother per-
ceive her role as compared to her own generation of mothers and how 
has thi s role changed in recent years? 
It would appear that there were changes in the past generation. 
These change s according to the mothers are not drastic and to some 
mothers who said they were alike and similar, new ideas seem to have 
infiltrated their personality, unnoticed even by them. 
Table 40. The changing maternal role as perceived by mothers. 
Older Younger 
Girls Boys Children Children Total 
Mu ch alike 
Generally similar 
Different 
Greatly different 
Not ascertain 
6 
6 
2 
6 
3 
8 
6 
6 
6 
6 
3 
0 
12 
4 
14 
8 
2 
Table 40 indicates the categories as perceived by the mothers. The 
change may have occurred or not; it may be slight or great, each depend-
ing upon the realization of it from the mother's viewpoint. What seemed 
Mgenerally similar" to one moth er seemed different to another. There-
fore, Table 40 is not to be taken as totally accurate. l'lhat was inter-
esting were the differences the mothers themselves gave. Although a list 
was not demanded of the mothers, many cited one or two. Patience, 
endurance, absence of nervousness orirritability was what this generation 
of mothers believed they Jacked as compared to their own moth ers. They 
also felt that the older way had more discipline and therefore better 
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family relations and better child training. Those ~<ho felt that 
things were handled better today usually listed: education, justice 
in treatment, better care and more freedom of the child, as due causes. 
TI1ere seems a stronger trend toward change and more freedom for 
the child, though neither the mother nor her culture are equipped to 
handle the change of old rules, ~<ith the little understanding they have 
of the new ones, or th e inconsistency of handling new ones. 
Maternal expectations for the 
child ' s future 
There was a significant difference betw. en what the mother aspired 
for their daughters' and their sons' future. The mother's expectations 
of their child ' s sex role coincides l•lith their vie~< of their own ond 
their husband ' s role at this day and age. It is true that their goals 
for their chi ldren ar e on th e whole higher than ••hat they already have. 
Nevertheless there is no strong demand of any sort to break away from 
Lhe traditional roles. 
The mothers were asked about their expectations for their child-
ren's future, males and females, i.n relation to education (years and 
kind), profession (kind), special experiences, marriage (to whom) choice 
of friends, goa ls for their country, and future responsibilities for 
both family of orient ation and family of procreation. Every mother 
ans~<ered to the best of her projective abilities. Many were not able 
to be specific. They wou ld answer, "What the Lord wants!" Their 
fatalism was very apparent because even when the mothers had an idea of 
what they wanted their children to be and to do, they would always phrase 
it with, "inshollah," i . e., if God wills, or permits. A few did not 
expect miraculous changes and expected what they believed could be attai ned . 
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The mothers who had no daughters only answered for their sons and vice 
versa. In discussing this area, the differences in expectations for 
each sex wll 1 be the main focus. 
Education and profession. The mothers have high hopes for their 
son ' s education. Twenty-nine mother' s goals were to see their sons 
complete university education and specialize further in medicine; seven-
teen others chose engineering as their first preference. Both fields 
bring the most prestige and money in the country. There were six mothers 
who believed high school education to be enough for their sons. Two 
others were satisfied with elementary and preparatory education. Five 
mothers could not project that far. 
In professions, the second best choice for their sons were equally 
divided among Jaw, teachi ng, and carpentry. The third choice ~<as be-
tween pharmacy, aviation, electrical and auto mechanics. Again eight 
mothers did not kno~< what to say. 
When asked about their daughters th e same mothers' highest goals 
were a university degree. The difference l ies in that only eight mothers 
chose it. Their major choice of degree was the high school diploma. 
Thirteen mothers believed this was the best their daughters could aim at. 
T~;elve others did not kno~<. The mothers ' uncertainty of their daughters ' 
education s tems from their awareness of their husband's and his family's 
control over that area, and from their own instinctive hope that their 
girls would be married before completing their education. Their choice 
of profession was thereby also affected. 
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Twenty-two mothers could not choose any profession for their 
daughters. Ten others hoped their daughters would turn out to be teach-
ers. These were followed by six mothers choosing dressmaking as a 
career. The third choice was equally divided between nursing and sec-
retarial work. Only one mother had her hopes beyond that and wi shed 
her daughter would choose medicine as a profession and become a good 
doctor . Teaching and dressmaking are culturally safe careers to choose 
because both abide by the segregation of sexes in their spheres. 
Special experiences. This question caused the mothers to reflect 
deeply before answering, or to admit to not knowing. Mothers on the 
whole do not know, and do not intentionally plan to enrich their children 
with hobbies and specia l experiences. The number of mothers who did not 
know wa s twenty-seven. Eighteen were mothers of boys and nine were 
mothers of girls. The mothers of girls chose their answers from their 
tradition. Girls become homemakers; and therefore, twenty-seven of them 
indicated housework to be a special experience. Thirteen chose sewing 
next. Five mothers believed child rearing to be an enriching experience 
for their daughters. The last choice was equally divided between knit-
ting, crocheting, embroidery and social manners. The three mothers who 
chose the latter wanted their daughters to c limb the socia l ladder and 
be ''ladi es" one day. 
The mothers were more divided and aiso creative in their choice of 
special experiences fo r their sons. Financial know-how and quality 
training received equal number of choices; five votes each. These also 
were seen as ways to upward social mobility. Social manners and political 
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know-how followed next, with four mothers choosing each. The rest of 
the moth ers were divided,each one or two choosing one area . These were 
as follows : mechanical know-how, painting, sculpture, art of speaking, 
and sports. 
The mothers' choices in this area pres ent a further distinction of 
mal e and fe mal e sex roles. 
Responsibility to this family of orientation. 
The most out standing difference was found in the roles of son 
versus that of the daughter towards their family of orientation. 
Thirty-four mothers expected their sons to carry the financial bur-
den with their fathers, either alone, or in assistance with their male 
siblings. Their sons future role in their family of orientation was the 
same role their male ancestors had . Nine mothers expected their sons to 
obey the male elders in the family, to ask their advice, and respect 
their judgments. Following this was the son's duty to the females of the 
family. Tt is called the "relationship of the womb." Seven mothers ex-
pected their sons to visit, pay attention to, help financially and be 
hospitable to the women folk. Six mothers believed their sons to be res-
ponsible for their brother's future education and acquisition of a job. 
S i x mothers expected their sons to repay them and their husband s 
by offering th em better housing facilities and by sendi ng them on the 
pilgrimage to Mecca. f-our mothers believed that their sons would become 
future leaders of th e family and therefore improve its status. The same 
thing was said differently by other mothers. Some expected their sons 
to he l p the poor family members fi nan cial l y; others expected them to 
raise the social level of the family by having and helping members ac-
quire prestigeous positions. 
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The mothers all viewed the family of orientation to be the family 
members of nucleus and extended relationship. Although they mentioned 
both grandparents, immediate uncl es and aunts paternally and maternally, 
the emphasis was on the paternal side including all the other more dis-
tant members. 
The mothers had narrower expectations of their daughters' role in 
relation to the family of or ientation. Twenty-eight mothers believed 
their daughters to remain even after marriage constant and dependable 
sources of help with the house chores. Seventeen of them added to this 
the expectation of their daughter' s obedience, respect and adherence 
to the decis ions of t he male and older members of the family. Twenty-
five of them expected their daughters to keep the ties with them by 
constantl y visiting and offering their new home's hospitality to their 
family of orientation. Nine mothers surprisingly added that if their 
daughters worked, they were expected to help financially. Although a 
small number, this is a new turn in the female family role . Since the 
political problem of Palestine occurred in 1948, many women either took 
over or shared in the financial burden of their families. This affected 
all c lasses of society. Among the r efugees and the lower classes, gener-
al l y neither the families, nor the males in particular, would admit to 
the fact that it exists, because they would lose face as a result. There-
fore, to acknow l edge verba lly that it could happen and would be expected 
to marks a change in attitudes and expectations. Only one mother did 
not know what her daughter's future role in the family would be. 
Marriage, and responsibility to 
the family of procreation 
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It was easier for the mothers to predict the type and quality of 
woman their sons are expected to marry than describing their future sons-
in-law. A mother is more influential in her son's choice, and in many 
cases she is total l y depended on. On the other hand, her daughter is 
chosen, and the choice depends on the kind of suitors proposing, the 
father of the bride ' s decision, and the advice of the male members . 
Sixteen mothers expected their sons to choose a beautiful bride. 
Seven of them indicated t hat the bride could be from outside the family. 
Five mothers expected her to be from the same neighborhood; five others 
left the choice totally i n th~ir son's hand, with three others insist-
ing that the bride-to-be should come from a good family. The daughter-
in-law ' s qualities were of importance. Six mothers expected their sons 
to marry educated and "cu l tured" girls. Seven believed that her respect-
ability and obedience to weigh heavily on their son's choice. Twenty-
five mothers expected their daughter-in-law to be chosen for her reputa-
tion as a good homemaker. This last category seems to be the mother's 
own projection of the main role of a new wife of their sons. 
Contrasted to the above expectations for the male's future ~<ife, 
t~<enty- five mothers cou l d not really pinpoint to the type of man who will 
marry their daughter . They left it at the term, "any good man. On 
the whole, twenty-seven of them seemed to indicntc that it was either 
the immediate fami ly's or extended family ' s choice, ~<ith emphasis on the 
male opinion. One mother specified it to be her own choice, and three 
others broke the rule indicating it was up to their daughter's decision. 
Only three mothers insisted that they expected their daughters to marry 
their cousins. The qualities for preference were heaviest on the 
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personal character of the bridegroom-to-be. To be upstanding, decent, 
morally good and respectable was the choice of five mothers. Four 
others believed money to be a strong element for choice. The last cate-
gories were of equal choice between nine mothers. They expected their 
future sons-in-law to come from a good family background, to be educated, 
and to have a respectable career (mobility and social prestige). 
Th e mother's expectations of their son'S responsibilities to their 
family of procreation were of similar nature to their roles as males 
and providers. Financially, thirty mothers expected their sons to be 
solely in charge. Ten others showed signs of their future competition 
with their son's family by declaring that they did not care what their 
sons did as long as !_h~ were first in their son's lives and responsibil-
ity. "llis duty is to me first; I'm his mother," they said with emphasis. 
Eight mothers expected their sons to Jove and be loyal to their new 
families The rest were equally divided in pairs naming cooperation, 
agreement on decisions, making their wife happy, decency of treatment, 
and generosity to be essential expected qualities in their sons as future 
husbands and fathers. 
The future role of their daughters as wives and mothers is a con-
tinuation of the present role as daughters. Thirty-eight mothers believed 
their daughter's responsibility to their families of procreation to be 
in their respect of their husbands, and obedience to his commands. The 
mothers specified this duty to be manifested in the following ways. 
Twenty-eight mothers selected housework and service of family members to 
be of most importance. Ten of them even specified this to include the 
extended members of the husband. Six mothers emphasized their daughter's 
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role in pleasing and making their husbands happy. Twelve others 
divided their expectations equally between loving-kindness, faithfulness, 
loyalty, and extreme patience. One class - conscious mother expected her 
daughter to encourage her husband to improve socially and economically. 
The camp harbors clusters of neighborhoods. These are close to each 
other in proximity and in values. But being in a camp atmosphere where 
families compete with each other for their daily rations and personal 
interests, each family looks to its own members for support and backing. 
Members work for their own individual families. They neither like to share 
material benefits with neighbors nor do they cooperate together to im-
prove their camp conditions. They have suspicion and resentment of each 
other and, therefore, give their loyalty and trust only to their blood re-
lations. They have proverbs, " Blood is stronger than water," and "The 
nails have their roots in the flcs h . 11 Therefore, when the investigator 
asked the mothers about their goals and expectations for their children's 
friends and acquaintances, their answers showed their relative disinterest. 
Twenty-five mothers said they did not know what to expect for their 
sons in relation to friends and acquaintances. Fifteen expected their 
son's friends and associates to be decent, moral, well-mannered boys. 
They would be most probably of their own social standard. They are ex-
pected to be educated like their sons. 
"What do you expect friends to do to each other," was the next 
question. Nineteen mothers answered, "To be loyal and faithful to each 
other." Four others believed that they helped each other in need, 
financially and otherwise. Equal emphasis was also given to giving ad-
vice, being hospitable, and offering gifts on occasions. Only seven 
mothers did not know of an answer. 
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Mothers were more specific wjth their daughter's future friends. 
Two equal groups, seven mothers in each, gave two main opinions. The 
first group expected their daughters to choose their girl friends from 
the same street they lived in. The second group believed their daughter's 
girl friends to be well behaved, respectable girls in dress and manners. 
Five mothers insisted that they themselves choose their daughters friends. 
One mother stated that she did not believe in her daughter having any 
future friends . Another allowed her own daughter to choose whoever she 
wants. 
The mother's understanding of the female friends relationship con-
sists mainly of visits. Fifteen mothers clearly said so . Eight others 
added that they expected their daughters to help their friends but not 
financially and to be limited by their social limits. Two mothers did not 
know. 
Friendships occur in school and in the street playing. IVith the 
rising mobility of the Pa lest inians, it is expected to play a greater 
role in their life. The girls are more restricted in their activities. 
Visiting at home is their only permitted outlet. Boys are freer in 
movement and as they grow older, their friendshjps strengthen. Girls 
in the present time seem to depend more on their female family members 
for their communication and help. 
Duty to"ard the country 
The questjon opened some wounds among the mothers and brought forth 
interesting and controversial reactions. 
Mjlitary defense for their sons was the immediate choice of t"enty-
nine mothers. They named it differently. "To bring back Palestine, to 
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defend one 's homeland, to become a martyr and to fight the usurpers," 
were some of their expressions. Mothers of girls were not as ready with 
their daughter's blood and lives. Three of them chose military defence 
without hesitation, four others chose it with restrictions. Their 
daughters were allowed to fight among other female soldiers, not with 
the men. 
With their son's dut y, only four mothers weren't sure, orenthusiastic. 
They admitted that they really would like their sons to live and not do 
any fighting. They also expressed their mistrust of the official army 
and the leaders of the country. Compared to them, mothers of girls were 
more frightened. Twelve of them could not answer the question and evaded 
it. Three others honestly said that they expected nothing of their 
daughters. "This is men 's duty, let them take care of it!" 
On the whole,the rest of the answers for both sexes range in the 
civil areas. Building the country and helping it prosper was an answer 
of eleven mothers of boys and three mothers of girls . Next came a natural 
choice, money . Nine mothers of boys and three mothers of girls chose 
it. Four mothers chose their son's education as a means of helping their 
country, and three mothers of girls agreed. Equally chosen was the dona-
tion of blood and social welfare. 11nee mothers chose it for both their 
sons and daughters. Mothers of girls decided that nursing was a useful 
practice in war and peace. 
It was interesting to observe their expressions and projections on 
this subject. Those who offered their children to fight believed it to 
be their duty. They had no qualms or hesitancy. The others who hesitated 
were honest and apologetic about it. Their children were "more preci ous" 
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than their country. In spite of their loss of land, home and belongings, 
the mothers did not understand or think that they as females or their 
daught ers could have an important role in war or peace. Even when they 
decided on an area where their daughter would be useful, it was not 
with much conviction and appeared to be secondary in their thinking. 
Only the three mothers who expected their daughters to be "freedom fight-
ers" spoke with conviction and assurance. These were also the ones who 
declared that they would fight, if they knew how. 
On the whole, to summarize maternal expectations for their child's 
future, the investigator found out that there is little change from the 
traditional male-female rol e expected in the present time. The changes 
arc more evolutionary than revolutionary and seem to be s low in forming 
and th e resu lt s of the mother' s awareness of the political and econom-
ical situation in the camp. The traditional role of men as the providers, 
the leaders, the protectors and defenders of home and country is stil l 
prevalent. Education and profes sion are helpful tools for them in the 
climb of the social and economic ladder. Mothers viewed their daughters 
as mirroring themselves most of the time. These would be like their 
mothers; good homemakers, obedient and respectful to husbands and male 
family members. If educated, they are still to be restricted in the 
female world. Their life rotates around their fami ly and kinfolk. They 
are expected to be protected and taken care of on all levels. The moth-
ers hoped for a better education than their own for their daughters. 
Nevertheless, they were not too ambitious, and expected the socially ac-
ceptable roles. 
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The role of the refugee father 
The father's authority in the refugee camp, whatever its nature may 
be, is likely to be intermittent in character, simply because in the 
majority of cases he will be out of the house for most of the time . This 
inevitably makes hi s role different from that of the mother, who is the 
more permanent authorit y. The final responsibility for bringing up a 
small child in their culture pattern rests with the mother, however 
participant the fathe r may be. It is the mother who usually has to 
negotiate for free time if she wants i t, though rarely getting it, while 
the father takes it of right. 
The Arab fathers in general , and the Palestinian fathers specificall y, 
are believed to have far less participation in their children's immediate 
care. Th eir participation seems nearly nil from their wive's description 
of them. The interviewees all said that if they were ill, a woman kin 
of the family helps in the house chores, and may take over all the res-
ponsibilities. The husbands are spared any inconvenience in doing the 
chores. Twenty-two mothers said that "theoretically" they believed, if 
no one else could help, their husbands were ready to take care of the 
home and children. Eleven others were sure that their husband s were not 
ready to take such responsibilities, and the other two could not pro-
ject because they believed "such conditions will never rise." 
To specify the matter further, sixteen mothers indicated that their 
husbands are not willing to help with any of their child's physical tasks, 
whatever the need may be. Six mothers added that such tasks as "bathing, 
toilet helping, dressing or undressing'' arc totally unaccepted to their 
husbands. Four of these mothers admitted that forcing circumstances can 
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change their husband's minds . Two mothers said that their husbands will 
never help in any task in front of people, but when alone they would be 
willing to do most anything. 
Tabl e 41 describes specifically the personal tasks fathers do for 
their children as perceived by their wives . 
Table 41. Father-child interaction. 
Gir l s Bo s Total 
Father plays with chi ld : often 3 14 17 
sometimes 7 4 11 
never 6 6 12 
Father t akes chi ld out with him: often 4 10 14 
sometimes 3 7 10 
never 9 7 16 
Father tells stories to child: often 2 5 7 
sometimes 5 4 9 
never 9 15 24 
Fathers preferr ed p laying with their chi ldren more than any other 
activity mention ed above. The mothers described that fathers sometimes 
felt like horsi ng around with their children and do so , mostly with their 
sons. They also took their sons out more with them to introduce them to 
th e out side world. They took them visiting, shopping , and gave them 
somethi ng to carry , and took them to the cafe wh ere they would show them 
off . Storytelling was not one of the fa th er ' s usua l activities though 
sometimes done with their daughters more than with their sons . 
How demonstrative are the fathers with their preschool child was the 
other issue of discussi on with the mothers. Surprisingly they described 
the fath ers as more demons trative than they were . One picture emerged 
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here and that of spontaneous and abundant demonstrativeness. The other 
picture was interestingly described as quick anger, high punitiveness, 
and some distance in character, too. Children are valued and loved but 
since the fathers experience less of their troubles, they are apt 
to demonstrate more of their affection and love to them whenever they 
felt like it. Mothers were more constant, more dutiful and equally less 
demonstrative while fathers were described as apt to change from anger 
to demonstrativeness and vice versa. 
Table 42 showed that fathers were most highly demonstrative to their 
younger-age-group child first, then their sons. They were relatively 
undemonstrative to their daughters most, and undemonstrative to their 
older-age-group child. 
Table 42. Fathers ' demonstrativeness to children as perceived by the 
mothers. 
Older Younger 
Girls Boys Children Children Tetal 
Highly demonstrative 
Fairly demonstrative 
Relatively undemonstrative 
Undemonstrative 
7 
l 
5 
2 
11 
6 
2 
4 
8 
6 
3 
4 
10 
l 
4 
2 
The fathers described were distant from the immediate chores and 
18 
7 
7 
6 
responsibilities of their home and children. They expected to be served 
and taken care of. Their wives spared them assistance even when ill them-
selves. They could be demonstrative or undemonstrative to their children 
as they fe l t at the time and situation. Their interaction with their fam-
ily was little and initiated by the amount of time spent at home. This i s 
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summari zed in the mother's respons e to the question, "What does your 
husband usually do after he comes home from work?" Fifteen mothers 
described ac tivities of interaction with wife and children. The majority 
of the mothers, twenty-five in all, did not describe any such activities. 
Th eir husbands ate their dinner, washed and dressed and went on their 
own visiting or to the l ocal cafe. They came back late and went directly 
to bed, ready for another day's work. It seemed as described and per-
ceived by mothers that their husband's main role was that of providing 
for his family. 
~e~etations for t he future 
Since the extended rural family was the most important unit in 
the peasant's life, it is expected that in times of war saving it 
constituted t he major ef fo rt. The honor of the family, as symbolized 
by its women, becomes t he issue to be guarded. The refugees hastened 
their flight because their women were in danger of "dishonorin~." 
That might have certainly caused the conflict after their exodus. The 
second important thing in their lives was their village, which by 
leaving behind, they committed the sacrifice. Their roots and values 
lay in their village; and leaving their land, they committed themselves 
to uprootedness and nonbe l onging . Howley has stated that it was not 
easy to make the decision and leave one ' s place of birth and flee. This 
couldn't have been done except when "all hope for continued safety was 
gone," and, "the safety to one's values was threatened." (1975, p. 10) 
The investigator believes it to be ironic and sad to flee to save one's 
values, and realize later that one's values were already lost when the 
decision to flee was committed. 
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By being a refugee the former self-reliance and individual 
initiative of the peasant were lost. The land laborers were turned into 
beggars, wards of the United Nations. In camps, surrounded by towns 
and cities, they had to discard some old values and acquire ne~< ones. 
The investigator believes that the 1948 adult refugee could not do 
that; he was always described in terms of "daze and shock." (Alami, 1949) 
(U.N.R.W.A.P.R.N.E., 1950) Their sons less skilled than their fathers 
as land laborers were more unemployable, since they neither acquired 
their parent's exper ience, nor were they offered substi tute skills 
(U.N.R .W .A.P.R.N.E., 1950) The investigator believes that the younger 
group who did resume their schooling and trained later in the U.N.R.W.A. 
Vocational or Teacher ' s Training Centers, acquired decent jobs which 
enabled t hem to become more self-sufficient . (Howley, 1975) 
Education is bringing new values with it and breaking some old 
ones. Independence, modern positions and power in the urban centers 
are values replacing slowly the old ones of knowledge, acquired by ex-
perience, work, and age. The economic independence, as a direct result 
of education, is also shaking the roots of extended families. Education, 
opening up its doors for female s, is going to offer them a new status 
and a stronger place in the family set-up . If allowed to work, the 
female separate wages will eventually raise them to be of similar footing 
with the males. 
The changes among the refugee families are very slo~<, but surely 
coming, merely as a result of the hard economic condi tions they are 
living in and inflation which has reached emergency measures with them. 
The solution of their political problem is expected to bring forth 
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social and cultural changes within the next decade. These will 
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eventually change the family patterns, and their child rearing practices. 
Goode (1970, p . 145) has predicted that the chantes wil l affect parent-
child relationships by permitting the expression of great er tenderness. 
"Th e female will become Jess a symbol of pure sexuality and will be 
treated more as a person" (p. 145). ller education, and, as a result, 
her assertiveness in choice of husband, will lessen her dependence on 
the male . 
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CHAPTER Y 
SU~~RY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECO~~NDATIONS 
Child rearing practices often reflect the culture in which they 
flourish and reign. They are one way of determining general characteris-
tics of the kind of adults a society will develop. It has been therefore 
the purpose of this study to investigate and describe what Palestinian 
refugee mothers practiced in relation to their culture's child-rearing 
patterns with their preschool age child . Being descriptive by nature, 
the study attempts to describe and explain the mother-child relationship 
as perceived by the camp mothers themselves. 
Mothers who were interviewed lived in the "Jebel AL Hussein" refugee 
camp in Amman, Jordan. I t is one of the largest and oldest camps, es-
tablished after the first exodus, 1948. The sample selected, a lthough 
sma ll, was generally fairly representative of the refugees. They are 
forty in number, of coas tal village-and-small-town background, of 
Palestinian origin. Their age ranges from the early twenties to the 
middle forties. Some had only two children, and other s had eleven, mak-
ing the median number of children per family t o be five. The mothers 
were selected if they had a preschool-age child between three-and-one-half 
years to four years. Nearly every mother in camp has one and sometimes 
two children who fit this range; therefore, the choice of sample was 
more restricted by area of living in the camp. Being representative of 
the refugees in the''Jebel AL Hussein"camp makes the sample equally 
repres entative of other camps, for the in-camp refugees share similar 
backgrounds. The difference in camps is the difference in buildings and 
facilities. The study may also be taken as reflective of the rural 
Palestinian culture in a transition of place and time. 
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The s~mple was chosen for study about the middle of October, 1974. 
The forty interviews were done, twenty-six in the privacy of the refugee 
home s , and the fourteen others at the two clinics of the camp. Th e 
interview utilized to collect data was a modified form of Sears et al . 
(1957), Newson and Newson (1968), and Schvaneveldt (1968). The question-
naire was divided into eight categories, measuring various aspects of 
child rearing from the mothers' viewpoint . The interviews took about 
two month s and a week to be completed. After r eturning to the United 
States, the investigator then translated the data from Arabic to English, 
after that categorized the results with the help of Sears eta!. (1957) 
categories and the cultural t rend the data took. The analysi s of data 
followed the design's descriptive style. 
There were a number of design l imi tations which the reader may wish 
to consider. 
l. The sample size was relatively small , therefore limit ing the 
ana l ysis of the study. However, significant patterns were found in spite 
of the samp le size. 
2. The categories measuring the child-rearing patterns were numer-
ous, some of which barely touching the surface of the subject matter. It 
would have been more advisable to limit the categories allowing more 
in-depth r esearch . 
3. The sampling procedure was not totally random, thereby allowing 
the possibility of affecting the trend of results . Other studies of the 
same nature and scope with other truly random sampling procedures would 
determine the extent of result changes. 
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4. The interview schedul e was too long in administration. This was 
the result of the wide areas it tried t o cover. The interviews were 
nevertheless saved because the moth ers were interested to give their 
" expert" opinion of themselves and their chi ldren, and because they could 
comple t e the chores in their hands. 
The patterns of chi ld rearing practi ces in a Palestinian refugee 
camp as described by mothers, emerged in each ca tegory analyzed,as fo l -
lows: 
1. Pa l es t i nian-in-camp refugee children of th e ages three years 
and a half t o four years and a ha lf are generally dependent on their 
mothers in their physical task s of dressing , undressing, tidying their 
own c lothes , toilet he l p, and c l earing up toys. Se lf feeding is one task 
in wh ich nearly all mothers give no help. The mothers use more control 
th an training in foster ing independence. Girls a t this age seem more 
independent in their physical tas ks than boys . As far as social tasks 
ar e concerned, a ll the children were more independent, because they like 
to spend their t ime outside the i r homes where they could socially inter-
act with other children on the street . They could assert their indepen-
dence in buying and carrying mes sages and become mother's little he lpers. 
Mothers indicated that the street accidents caused by vehicles and human s 
were of mo s t concern to th em, th erefore they usually restricted their 
children by playing in the same s tree t th ey lived on. The majority of 
mothers i ndicated that they hoped their child to grow up quickly to rid 
themselves of hi s demands and to ge t more help out of him. 
2. Dependency docs not consti t ute a problem i n the Palestinian in-
camp r e fugee mother s ' mind s . I t may cause them considerab l e irritation 
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without worrying . They were nearly half divided between no/rare and 
considerable/often irritation and punitiveness. Their punishment was 
highest toward dependency in girl s; they were most l y unresponsive to 
their o lder ma l e child ' s c linging needs, yet mostly responsive to their 
daughter's at t ention demands wh en they were busy. Mothers were normal-
ly unresponsive to clinging, attent ion demands, insistance to go along 
wh e n l eaving their home alone. When busy the mother s were in their state 
of most unresponsiveness, their house chores were their source of trouble 
and accomp l ishment. 
Their children at thi s age s t ill seek a gr eat deal of attention from 
their mothers, al though they do not cling as much. Most of them have 
gone through a s tage of dependency all the time. Many of them, though, 
do not object at their age to their mother l eaving them behind. The 
majority of th em wer e never separat ed from their mothers as infant s, 
al though an equa l number of th em were separ ated from t ime to time from 
thel r fathers . 
In dependency needs,the males seemed to express more need and receiv-
ed more reinforcement from their mothers than the females on the whole. 
Equa l ly demanding and being gr atified seemed the younger age-group chi ld . 
3 . Refugee mothers were opposed to all manifestation s of aggressive 
impulses by their children . Fi ghting as a se lf-defence was surprisingly 
not totally accepted by th em. It received a "moderate" demand, only . 
Aggression against parents is frowned upon, and its punishment is mostly 
"severe," beating , followed by "considerable" shunning. If their child 
was heatcn hy another,mothers would rather "make an issue" with th eir 
neighbor than encourage their chi ld to go aggr ess against other children . 
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4. The mothers seem to aim at having an obedient , well-behaved 
child above all. At this age he is not expec t ed to be r esponsible for 
carrying out cons tructive household tasks regularly. He i s controlled 
in the house , when he plays inside, because the mothers worry about 
their home ' s c leanliness and the sa f e ty of their belongings. Th ere-
fore, there i s little permis siveness in making noise, or playing i n the 
house. 
5. Corpora l punishment seems t o be th e main technique of control, 
fo llowed by the threatening to do so . Verbally the mothers " cursed" 
their child most, then they used name calling, ridiculing, and shaming. 
Praise and rewards are far less used as technique s of control. The 
moth er s a lso used occasional material rewards as bribes and incentives 
of obedience. 
6. There is definite evidence th at sex roles play a major part in 
the child rearing patterns. Children a r e treated differently according 
t o their sex. The mothers were divided in their answers be tween two 
types of di scriminations, "same treatment now, different later, and 
a l together different now ." The sex roles are different in th e charac ter -
istics the mothers would lik e their children to have, in the division of 
l abor at home, i n their expectat ions for thei r child's futur e rol e and 
in their usc of punishment, among others. 
7. Th e refugee mothers expr essed th eir understanding of their 
children' s physical needs and were more res ponsive to these than other 
needs. Their und er s tanding o f their maternal r o l e s tops there . They 
di d no t hclievc in s haring play time with their children in recreation 
and enjoyment . They a l so did not express their understanding of their 
chi ldren ' s need to communicate with th em. 
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8. In demonst ration of feelings and emotions, the mothers per-
ceived themselves on the whole as more non -demons trative. This age child 
was either on the brink or already weaned from his mother in more t han 
one way. Th e mothers were on their hi ghest demonstrativeness with their 
th ree to three-end-one-half-year-ol d sons, and undemonstrative to their 
fo11r-vcar-old daughter. 
9. A majority of the mothers believed that the ir child rearing 
practices differ from those of the generation in which they grew up, and 
that current practices are superior, but th e ir mothers were more patient. 
10. Mat erna l expectations for boys are more ambitious in t he areas 
of educat ion and profession. They expected university degrees and a 
field of specia lization for their sons , mos tly in medicine or engineering. 
Education of their daughters was more humble. They expected their 
daughters to finish hi gh school most,and teach as a car eer. 
II. As special experiences the mothers kept their expectations i n 
th e home for their daughters. Homemaking , child rearing, and sewing were 
hoped for their daughters. They expec ted their s ons to acquire specia l 
experiences that would help in their professional field and permit 
their upward mobility. 
12. Mothers perceived their daughters i n their own role as obedient 
h ome helpers. They expected their sons to he lp financially and keep th e 
family so lidarity. 
13. "Marriage to a beautiful woll'- n of a good famil y and upbringing, 
who is an exce ll ent housewife" is th e moth ers ' main expectation of a 
f uture wife for their sons. Their sons will provide for th e ir wife and 
will be good to her, but also will be expected to take care of their 
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mothers. On the other hand, they hoped their daughters will marry any 
good man who they will faithfully and obediently serve and love. 
14. Mothers expressed their expected sons' friends to be of their 
choice, good decent boys who will help each other. They specified their 
daughters' girl f riends more carefully to be of the same street and 
background, to be of decent dress and manners, and most probably, girls 
they themselves have a hand in their choosing or at least approving of. 
Their daughters will mostly visit and be visited by their friends. 
15. Their sons are expected to fight for their country and defend it 
with their lives more than their daughters. The mothers on the whole 
would rather see t heir daughters serve in che civil improvement or do 
nothing at all. 
16. Refugee fathers are perceived by their wives to be very busy 
men, who come home tired and expect to he served and taken care of. The 
majority of them would rather go outside to spend their free time; 
occasionally they would play with their children, especially their sons. 
They are more demonstrative of their affection to their children than 
their wives, and yet may choose to keep their distance from their child-
ren and show spouts of anger as often. Their children therefore are more 
used to their mother s in spite of their less demonstrativenes s and would 
rather express their attention need to their mothers more. The fathers 
are perceived as more distant in their role by their wives who usually 
spare them any house chores and do not ask for their help with their 
children's physical tasks. 
Palestinian in-camp re fugee mothers, being formally uneducated on 
the whole, and used to their ways and habit s of child rearing, without 
a direct awareness or knowledge of other ways, described their methods 
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candidly and simply . Many of th em expres sed their astonishment at some 
questions. Their logic was, "Why ask? Isn't it common knowledge?" They 
arc not in the habit of analyzin g or quest ioning any habitual traditional 
methods. Child rearing, like motherhood, is a natural process and 
accepted as such . They consciously and unconsciously imitate their 
mothers and the women of their culture in the handling and rearing methods. 
They aim at conforming,and raise their children hoping that they would 
become very much like them, which their children are expected to do. ~lath­
ers of preschool children seem to pay little attention to them outside 
of fulfilling their immediate needs; their disciplining and methods of 
control, al though of strict nature, seems casually and inconsi stently 
directed. TI1ey are home oriented with a child of this age; and do not 
mind to curb his interest , by control lin g him, or sending him to play out-
side, rather thnn allow him to dirty and mess up their horne. 
The s tudy has sharpened the investigator's awareness of the dif-
ference among Palestinians in terms of classes and education. TI1e in-
camp refugee mothers seem to be of the most traditional pattern in the 
urban city of Amman. The camps seem to make the components of a sub-
culture rather than a specific lower socio-economic c lass. There are in-
dications of financial upward mobility in the camp without much change in 
attitudes and values, or patterns of customs and traditions. 
The study ha s also pointed out that in the camp there exists a gap 
between parents and children in communication and verbal interaction. It 
is sharper among ma le chi ldren. The father' s figure, though that of power , 
does not help much. Some father s arc so proud of their sons that no matt er 
what they do wrong, they do not puni.sh them. Others may even encourage 
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them to usc, like them, vulgar language and abuse their mothers . There 
was enough evidence that neither parent is consistent in his punishment 
of sons especially. Therefore, it is believed that the boys acquire many 
of their values at this age from their peer group. They are most of the 
time beyond their mother's control and observance, and also too young to 
be under their father's teaching. 
The investigator believes that aggression is neither directly en-
couraged nor indirectly discouraged. In the camp there seems to be 
little communication in verbalizat ion . Parents use corporal punishment 
and control more than any other means of direction and education. 
Strength counts espec ially among boys and s treet gangs. Quarrelling 
and fights between parent s were described in physical violence terms. 
Husbands may beat their wives; and neighbors, men or women, may quarrel 
physically in the s treet. The l a nguage of the body seems to be .in more 
models of communi cation than rationalization and reasoning. Such environ-
ment breeds aggression as a mean s of communication indirectly, in spite 
of any maternal emphatic, verbal admonitions. 
In fairness, as part of child rearing research, this study needs 
to be viewed as a generalized introduction on the refugees in camps. lt 
is neither complete, nor very specific in many areas it assumes to des-
cribe. Its introductory nature will hopefully bring about broader , as 
well as specific, empirical research on the Palestinian people and 
refugees. It has served the purpose of whetting the investigator's ap-
petite, and brought about many hypotheses from the areas discussed . Whil e 
formal hypotheses could be developed in several of the areas investi ga ted , 
the ones which follow on six differences illustrate the richness of the 
data: 
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I. There will be a significant difference between sex role s of 
boys and girl s of all ages in all Palestinian refugee camps. 
2. There wil l be no signi ficant difference between the matern a l and 
paternal views of their child's sex role in the Pa l es tin ian refugee camp. 
3. There wi II be a significant difference between th e in-camp and 
off-camp refugee mothers' view of their maternal role, the role of heir 
men as husbands and parents, their views on their chi ldren' s sex r ol es 
in the present state and the future. 
4. There will be no signi ficant difference in views on presen t or 
future sex roles between this generation mothers and a younger gener a-
tion in a Palestinian refugee camp set t ing. 
5. There will be no s ignificant difference between the dat a accum -
ulated by observation and tha t collected by i nt erview on the sex rol e 
differences in 3 Palestinian refugee camp. 
6. There will be a significant correlation between the childr en' s 
age l evel s and their vi ew of their own sex roles in a Palestinian r efugee 
camp . 
There is a definite void of social and psychological studies about 
the Pal estinians, refugees and non-refugees alike. Their famil y pa t terns , 
their social and psychological makeup, t heir intra-personal rel a t ionship 
are of utmost importance because they are people wh o have been fa c ing 
po l i ti ca l, economic and psycho-social t rauma in t heir past twen ty-eight 
years, which changed the ir makeup and differentiated them from other 
Arabs. Either occupied in their own land or in off-camp res idences i n 
host countries, t hey acquired a unique s t atur e among their Middl e Ea s t ern 
nei p.hhors . 
Suggestions for further study 
and re sea rch 
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As a result of this study, the following areas merit further study: 
I. Rates of dependent behavior exhibited at school, compared to 
rates of dependent behavior exhibited at home. 
2. Rates of aggressive behavior exhibited between siblings com-
pared to rates of aggressive behavior exhibited on the street. 
3. The influence of TV on the changing family patterns in the 
Palestinian camp. 
4. The role of the extended family members in the child rearing 
patterns. 
5. The father role as perceived by the fathers. 
6. The relation of the camp setting and environment to chiluren ' s 
patterns of aggression and other aspects of violence. 
7. The relationship between mothers' education and perception of 
their role in the family. 
8. The results of this study, as compared to others, with samples 
from Pale stinian populations with different backgrounds and characteristics . 
9. lh e results of this study, as compared to others with samples 
from other camps in Syria, Lebanon and Jordan. 
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THE INTERVIEW 
Background 
1. Child ' s fu l l name ____________________________________________ __ 
2 . Place of birth __________________________________________________ ___ 
3. Date of birth ____________________________________________________ __ 
4. Sex ______________________________________________________________ __ 
5. Fami l y size and position: 
:::I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
6. You haven' t had any miscarr iages or stillbirths? __________________ ___ 
7. Mother's name 
------------------ 8. Age ___________ __ 
Q Occupation ____________________ 10. Education ________________ __ 
11. Place of birth 
12. Time spent in camp 
13. Father ' s name ___________________ .14. Age ________ ___ 
15. Occupation ------------------- 16. Education ______________________ ___ 
17. PI ace of birth 
18. Time spent in camp 
19. Working hours 
---------------------- 20. Place of work ______ _ 
21. Does he have to be away from home at a l l except just during work? 
22 . lias 
------------ever been separated from his father more than 
a day or two? _______ _ 
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23. Does any other adult live here, apart from your husband and yourself? 
24 . Has ------ ever been separated from you for more than a day 
or two? _____________________________ __ 
25. llow o ld wa s ______ then? 26. I low long were you separated? 
27. Other family issues : 
(a) father deceased. ___ _ (b) pa rent s separated ------
(c) parents divorced (d) o ther __________ _ 
Independenc e 
What sort of things can - ----- do for himse l f? 
28 . Does he usually dress himse lf in t he morning? 
29. Dues he undress himself at nl gh t? 
30. Does he tidy up his clothes when he' s taken them off? 
31. When he goes to the toilet, does he look after himself or do you help 
him? 
32. What about clearing up things he's been pl aying with ? Does he 
do that at all? _________________________ _ 
33. Does he feed himself wh en he ' s hungry? ______________ _ 
34 . What other things does he do for himse lf? ____________ ___ 
35. What do you feel about making a chi ld do things for himse lf at this 
age? Do you think he shou ld be made t o do things for himself, even 
if he doesn't want to? ______________________ _ 
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36. 1f 'no help' on questions 28-33 three or more times, have you taken a 
lot of trouble to get ___________ to do these things for himself? 
Otherwise: 
Would you like--------- t o be doing more for himself at this age? 
37. Does he ever go into a shop or to a street vendor on his own? 
38. Does he ever take messages for yo u? ______________________________ __ 
39. Does he help you or hi s father in any other regular chore in the home ? 
40. What about p laying in the house? Does he like to play on hi s 
own? ____________________________________________________________ __ 
41. !low lon g will he play by himself without wanting your attention? 
42 . Docs he play outside the home on hi s own? ________________________ ___ 
43. Do you think a child of this age s houl d be ab l e to amuse himse lf most 
of the time, or would you expect to have to spend a lo t of time on 
keeping him happy? ______________________________________________ ___ 
Dependency 
44. How much attention does --------- seem to want from you? ______ _ 
45. ll ow about following you around and hanging on your skirt? __________ __ 
46. Did he ever go through a stage of doing this? ______________________ _ 
47. How do you feel about it when he hangs on to you and follows you 
around? __________________________________________________________ ___ 
48. How do you react, if h e demands a tt ention when you're busy? ________ . 
49. How about if asks you to help him with something you think he 
could probably do by himsel f? ______________________________________ _ 
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SO . How does react wh en you go out of the house and leave him 
behind? ______________________________________________________________ _ 
51. Have you ever felt that is growing up too fast in any way? 
52. Do you feel that needs protection? __________________________ __ 
Wh en? What from? __________________________ __ 
Mother-Child Interaction 
53. Does come to talk to you when he feels like it, or has a need 
for it? ____________________________________________________________ __ 
54. Do you encourage him to do so? ____________________________________ __ 
SS . When you are busy and feels like talking, what do you do? 
56. 1's Ll1ere anyone else with whom he can discuss things if you're 
unavailable? ________________________________________________________ _ 
57 . Suppose came running to you crying when hurt or ill? ll'hat do 
you do ? ____________________________________________________________ __ 
58. Do you demonstrate your feeling s to each other? ____________________ _ 
59. Do you ever find time to play with just for your own pleasure? 
~1ethods of Control 
60. Would you imagine now that you are scolding for something he 
ha s done that you don't want him to do. What would you say to him? 
61. When you reward what would you say to him? il'hat would you do 
to him? ______________________________________________________________ _ 
62. When you puni sh ____ , what wou l d you do to him? __________________ ___ 
63. Some par ents expect their children to obey immediately wh en they 
tell them to be quiet or pick something up and so on. Others don't 
think i t is terribly important for a child to obey r ight away. 
flow do you feel about it? ________________________________________ __ 
64 . How much do you control him at home? What are your rul es? ________ __ 
Fa ther' s Role 
65. How much does your husband have to do with 
Does he play with him a lot ? ______________________________________ __ 
Does he take him out? ____________________________________________ ___ 
Does he bathe him? ________________________________________________ __ 
Does he dress or undress him? ______________________________________ _ 
Does he tell him stories? __________________________________________ _ 
66. Does he look after him while you're out? __________________________ ___ 
67. Wh en you 're unwell or away, is he ready to take care of him? ______ __ 
68. Is there anything he won't do - that he draws the line at? __________ _ 
69. How demo ns trative is your husband to 
70. When both of you are at home, who does he demand attention most from? 
71. Who does behave bett er with? __________________________________ _ 
72. Which qualities in you would you like t o imitate? Which quali-
ties would you like him to discard? ________________________________ _ 
73. Whi ch qualities in your husband would you like to imitate? Which 
oth ers would you like him to discard? ______________________________ _ 
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Changing Maternal Role 
74. Looking back to your own childhood, how would you compare the way 
your mother raised you with the way you're raising your own children ? 
(If a difference) How do you feel about these changes? ______ _ 
75. I would like to get some .idea of th e sort of rules you have for 
in general - the sort of things he is allowed to do and the sort of 
things he isn't allowed to do. What are some of the rules? ____ _ 
76. Do yo u believe there are differences in bringing up boys and bringing 
up girls? ______________________________ __ 
Aggression 
77. When is playing with one of t he other children in the neighbor-
hood and there is a quarrel or a fight, how do you handle thi s? 
78 . Some people feel it is very important for a child t o learn not to 
fight with other children, and other people feel there are times when 
a chi l d has to learn to fight. How do you feel about this? Have 
you ever encouraged your child to fight back? ____________ _ 
79. Someti mes a child will get angry at his parents and hit them or kick 
them or shout angry things at them. How much of this sort of thing 
do you think parents ought to allow in a child of ' sage? ___ _ 
HO. What a re your expectations from your family of orientation? ____ _ 
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81. What are your expectation3 frvm your family of procreation? ______ __ 
82. M1at are your expectations for the future of your son/daughter? 
Education? __________________________________________________________ _ 
Religious a nd ethi ca l character?·------------------------------------
Family responsibili t y? ______________________________________________ _ 
Friends and acquain t ances? __________________________________________ _ 
Marriage (to whom)? ________________________________________________ __ 
Famil y of procreation? ______________________________________________ _ 
Country? ____________________________________________________________ _ 
Profession? ________________________________________________________ __ 
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